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Abstract 

Weakly electric fish use electrolocation - the detection of electric fields - ti 

sense their environment. The task of electrolocation involves the decoding of 

the third dimension - depth - from a two-dimensional electric image. In thiJ 

work we present three advances in the area of depth-perception. First, wJ 

develop a model for electrolocation based on a single parameter, namely the 

width of the electric image. In contrast to previous suggested algorithms, 

our algorithm would only require a single narrow tuned topographic map 

to accurately estimate distance. This model is used to study the effects 

of electromagnetic noise and the presence of stochastic resonance. Second, 

considering the problem of depth perception from the perspective of infor

mation constraints, we ask how much information is necessary for location 

disambiguation? That is, what is the minimum amount of information that 

fish would need to localize an object? This inverse problem approach gives 

us insight into biological electrolocation and provides a guide for future 

experimental work. Our final contribution is to provide a mathematical 

foundation for two of the most accepted depth perception models currently 

in use. 
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1 

Introduction 

The electric sense, the biological ability to perceive natural electrical stimuli, has fas

cinated scientists and non-scientists for decades. Although its functi~n remained a 

mystery, the presence of an electric organ in weakly electric fish had beJn known since 

the nineteenth century. Termed pseudoelectric these fish did not prodhce the strong 

fields required for prey capture and predator avoidance as did their st~ongly electric 
I 

cousins. The first indication for the true function of these fish's electric organ came 

in the 1950's. Hans Lissmann found [1] that the fish could discriminlte between a 
I 

porous porcelain container with aquarium water and one in which 203 of the liquid 

was distilled water-and that discrimination could not have been possiblk by chemical, 

mechanical, or visual clues but must have been the result of electrical cbnductivity of 

the fish's organ discharges. Since Lissmann's instrumental work, a lodg series of re

search has been devoted to understanding this new sense modality. 

We now know that weakly electric fish are comprised of two orders of fresfuwater teleost, 

the South American Gymnotiformes and the African Mormyriformes. ThJse fish inhabit 

aquatic environments in which visual cues are limited, and have evolved[ the ability to 

generate and detect weak electric fields in order to both perceive their environment and 

communicate with conspecifics. In addition to these "active" electric fikh, possessing 

the ability to generate electric fields, we have learned that other aquatic sbecies such as 
I 

sharks, rays and catfish can detect low frequency fields (less than 20 Hz) even though 

they lack the electric organ. Termed "passive", these fish sense natural electric fields 

from sources other than the electric organs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

All aquatic animals generate weak electric fields as a result of the uneven distribu-
1 

tion of ions between the interior of the animal and its environment [2]. Such biological 

sources of electrical potential serve as important cues for predatory fish, and hencJ there 

is a great premium in being able to detect such fields. Low frequency electrosJnsory 

systems, responsible for the detection of such signals, are found in all electrosJnsory 
I 

fish. In addition to this low frequency sensitive ampullary system, active electric fish 

possess tuberous electroreceptors. Tuberous receptors are tuned to frequencies iithin 

or near the electric organ discharge frequency of the respective species. 

The self-generated electric field produced by the electric organ is perturbed by objects 

whose electric properties differ from that of the surrounding water. These perJurba

tions are sensed by the tuberous receptors, and constitute an electric image dn the 

surface of the fish. The electric image is analyzed to extrapolate information aboht the 

particular object. In addition to prey detection, the electric sense is used for sek and 

species recognition, courtship, aggression and appeasement [3, 4]. 

1.1 Electrogenesis 

Electrogenic fish, defined as those capable of producing electric fields, can be catego

rized according to the strength of the field they produce. Strongly electric fisJ have 

been known to man for centuries, as the strength of their field makes them paidful to 

handle. The strong electric field is used as a weapon for both prey capture and prJdator 

avoidance. Recognition of weakly electric fish only occurred in the 20th century I [5], a 

delay due to the imperceptibility of their weak discharges. In weakly electric fish, the 

generated field is a part of the electrosensory system, utilized for both environJental 

perception and communication. 

1.1.1 Electric Organ 

In both weak and strong categories, specialized cells called electrocytes are configured 

in series and in parallel (in accordance to the particular species) to form the elbctric 
I 

organ (EO), a specialized organ for the production of the electric field outside the body. 

Electrocytes are modified muscle cells, and are electrically excitable much like lother 

2 
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1.1 ~lectrogenesis 

(b} 

Figure 1.1: EOD waveforms- (a) Pulse-type EOD waveform from Gymnotus varzea.(b) 

Wave-type EOD waveform from Eigenmannia cf. virescens (from [7]). 

electrogenic cells such as neurons. The cells are flattened and are innervated by an 

electrocyte stalk. The stalk in some cases penetrates the cells to innerlate on the op

posite side. 

The EO is usually found in the tail, though it can be located anywTu.ere (for exam

ple, in the strongly electric rays, the electric organ is located in the held region). The 

geometry of the EO, innervation of the cells and non-electrogenic tissui determine the 

firing pattern and thus the field shape. Strongly electric fish produce Jonophasic elec-
1 

tric organ pulse discharge resulting from simultaneous ~ctivation of the electrocytes. 

The electric organ discharge (EO D) generated by weakly electric fish cdn be monopha

sic, diphasic, triphasic or more complex [6]. Such pulses can be separdted by either a 

long or short intervals. Weakly electric fish can be categorized accordin1 to these inter

pulse intervals. The EOD of pulse-type fish consists of individual pulses followed by 

relatively long and often highly variable intervals of silence (figure 1.laj. The duration 

of pulses emitted by wave-type fish are as long or longer than the inJervals between 
- I 

them resulting in a quasi-sinusoidal discharge pattern (figure l.lb). Wave EODs are 

usually of constant frequency and amplitude. 

1.1. 2 Function 

Electrocytes function on the same general principle as ordinary nerve a d muscle cells. 

Potentials result from selective permeability and passive movement of ~ons down their 

concentration gradients. The EOD is controlled by a set of neurons, the command 

nucleus, located in the brain stem. Discharges of the command nucleus\ trigger a relay 

structure that projects to the spinal structures which in turn transform the series of 

3 



1. INTRODUCTION 

command impulses into a series of stereotyped EODs [8]. Several mechanisms Jist for 
I 

the control and synchronous activation of the electrocytes. Synchronization is achieved 

by equally lengthed nerve fibers running from the command nucleus to differenJ parts 

of the EO. This translates to fibers which take meandering paths to nearby parts of the 

EO and more direct paths to more distant parts. A second mechanism involves varying 

the conductivity of the fibers. With distant parts of the EO being reached byl more 

conductive and nearer parts by less conductive fibers, the time that a signal woultl take 

to reach different parts of the EO can be equalized. 

1.1.3 Electric Field 

Recent advances have been made in understanding the spatiotemporal pattern of the 

EOD field and its interaction with objects in the environment [9]. The field genlrated 

in the exterior of the fish by the EO of weakly electric fish resembles an elodgated 
I 

dipole [10]. Measured close to the fish's body, field amplitudes of weakly electric fish 

are generally on the order of a few hundred millivolts per centimeter [8]. As we lravel 

through one cycle of the EOD wave, the head-to-tail potential difference begins wiih the 

head taking a positive potential relative to the tail (figure 1.2). This positive potbntial 

travels down the fish body to the trunk and then the tail, at which point the head 

becomes negative relative to the tail. 

1.1.4 Electric Image 

Objects whose electrical properties (ohmic resistance and/or capacitive reactance) [differ 

from that of the surrounding water distort the field produced by the fish. The distortion, 

constitutes an "electric shadow" or electric image (EI) on the surface of the fish. The 

electric image is an area in which the density of the current lines defining the fish's 

electric field has changed. Objects with lower impedance than the surrounding later 
I 

attract the field lines and cause more current to flow through them. Higher impedance 

values repel field lines and decrease current flow (figure 1.3). Changes in currenJ flow 

are sensed by specialized electroreceptor organs. 

4 



1.1 Ef lectrogenesis 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1.2: Spatiotemporal EOD pattern - (a)-(d) Electric field generated by EOD 

of Apteronotus leptorhynchus at different points along the EOD cycle, debicted by the 

black curve (inset). Light blue representing zero; green - yellow - red represen~ successively 

greater positive values; and blue - dark blue - violet representing success+ely negative 

values of the potential and field magnitude. In each figure the top pannel repi:esents a view 
I 

from the top down and the bottom pannel a lateral view of the fish, (from [11]). 

5 



1. INTRODUCTION 

• 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.3: Field distortion by dielectric objects - (a) Distortions of the electric field 

caused by objects with differing impedances. Objects with low impedance "attract" I the 

electric field lines and result in more current flowing through the electroreceptor organs in 

that part of the body located opposite to the object. (b) Objects with higher impeddnce 
than the surrounding water reduce the current flow in the corresponding electroreceplors 

as compared with the flow in the absence of the object. (From [12]). 

1.2 Electroreception 

Soon after the discovery of electrolocation capabilities of weakly electric fish, electrore

ceptors, the organ responsible for the detection of electric fields was identified [13\, 14]. 

Active electric fish possess two types of electroreceptors, each designed to extracl dif

ferent signal information. Ampullary receptors are sensitive to low-frequency stiluli, 

and act primarily as passive sensors of natural electric fields from sources other ~han 
electric organs. They are present in all electroreceptive fish. In contrast, tubero~s 

receptors, which are unique to fish possessing an electric organ, respond to the ligh 

frequency components of the EOD (from tens of Hertz to more than one kiloheltz), 

and are insensitive to DC signals. These receptors have evolved independently in two 

groups of freshwater fish; the Gymnotiformes of South America and the MormyrifOFmes 

of Africa. None of the common ancestors of these two groups is capable of electrogelesis 

or electroreception. 

6 



1.2 Ele
1

ctroreception 

1.2.1 Physiology 

Considerable anatomical differences exist between tuberous receptors in different species. 

However, all tuberous receptors follow the same basic physiological desikn. One to tens 

of sensory cells are housed within a jelly-filled intra-epidermal chambe,. The chamber 

is covered by a plug of loosely packed epidermal cells, (figure 1.4). Srpporting cells 

situated below the sensory cells are thought to be involved with the production of the 

jelly which fills the chamber. Only a small part of the basal face of tJe sensory cells 

is anchored to the supporting cells. The apical and basal membranes are electrically 

and chemically isolated from each other by means of tight junctions []5]. The apical 

membrane of each sensory cell is covered by a large number of micrdvilli which are 

believed to act as a coupling capacitor [16], allowing AC signals to pass\ through while 

at the same time blocking DC signals. 

All sensory cells in an organ are innervated by a single nerve fiber that divides to 

form several synaptic connections on the basal membrane of individull sensory cells 
. I 

[15]. Each fiber innervates from one to tens of closely clustered electroreceptor organs. 

The spatial receptive field of afferent fibers is large, contributing to the blurredness of 

electric images. 

The apical face of the sensory cells is passive and low resistance while the basal surface 

through which current is funneled acts as the voltage sensor and contri~utes to trans

duction [17]. Flow of current depolarizes the basal membrane changing lhe amount of 

released neurotransmitter and hence the firing rate of the afferent fiber. 

Tuberous electroreceptors are distributed widely over the animal surface with higher 
I 

concentration being found in the rostral region. Here the receptors of Gymnotiformes 

fish have a density from nine to fifteen organs/mm2 , while, over the opeJculum region, 

their density falls to seven to nine receptor organs/mm2 [18]'. On the Jrunk, the ab-
1 

solute densities are far lower than on the head, ranging between 0.6 and 3.4 tuberous 

electroreceptor organs/mm2. 

7 



1. INTRODUCTION 

(a) (b} 

Figure 1.4: Tuberous electroreceptor organ - (a) Schematic drawings of tube ous 

electroreceptors of a Gymnarchus and (b) mormyrid fish. (From [19]). 

1.2.2 Function 

Tuberous receptors are specialized into subcategories, usually two in each species, dif

fering in the dynamics of response and hence in their functional roles. Time-Joding 

tuberous electroreceptors encode the temporal characteristics of the EOD pattern[ while 

amplitude-coding receptors encode amplitude information. All weakly electric fis.h irre

spective of their particular EOD pattern (wave/pulse) possess both types ofrecebtors. 

Amplitude Coding 

The amplitude of a signal carries information about the size, distance and resistility of 

an object. The afferent fibers of wave type fish fire action potentials in a probabilistic 

manner. Signal amplitude is encoded by an increase in the firing rate of the fiberJ [20], 

(figure 1.5). The afferent fibers of pulse type fish, termed burst-duration codert fire 

bursts of action potential of varying duration to represent the local amplitude Jf the 

EOD [21]. 

Time Coding 

The temporal features of stimuli convey information about the capacitance of objecls, as 

well as the waveform of the EOD. Time coding is important in behavioral functions! such 

as electrolocation and jamming avoidance response (JAR). The time coding afferent 

8 



1.2 EleFtroreception 

Figure 1.5: AM transduction - Transduction of EOD amplitude modulation {AM) to 
I 

electrical impulses. Top panel depicts the modulation of the EOD amplitude by a dielectric 

object. Bottom panel shows how this amplitude modulation is encoded by aha increase in 

the firing rate of the the amplitude coding receptors. 

fibers of wave-type fish, termed tonic time coders, fire one action potential for each 

cycle of the EOD, thereby maintaining a continuous one-tcrone firing pJttern with the 
I 

EOD. In pulse-type fish, time coding afferents, termed pulse markers, also fire a single 

action potential for each EOD cycle. It is interesting to note that bbth tonic time 

coders as well as pulse markers show varying degrees of amplitude-deplndent latency 

changes and as such entail time-amplitude ambiguity [21, 22, 23]. 

Frequency Tuning 

Time coding tuberous electroreceptors of wave type fish are sharply tuned to the par

ticular frequency of the fish's EOD, showing a V-shaped threshold tuding curve [24] 

(figure 1.6). In pulse type species, the frequency components of the puls~, rather than 

its repetition frequency are important [25]. Using Fourier analysis Bastian has shown 

that the EOD pulse is comprised of broad spectra with peaks roughly matching the 

best frequency of receptor tuning [21, 26]. 

L2.3 Processing Pathways 

Amplitude information undergoes substantial processing in the electrosensory lateral 

line lobe (ELL), an anatomical structure in the hindbrain. The ELL conJists of several 

different zones that receive input from different types of primary afferenJ fibers. 

In Gymnotiform fish the fibers make synaptic connections with pyramidl cells, which 

9 



1. INTRODUCTION 
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Figure 1.6: Tuberous tuning curves - Tuning curves for tuberous electroreceptiors 

from a single Eigenmannia. Peak-to-peak thresholds were determined by measuring ~he 
minimum electric field required to elicit one spike on each stimulus period. The arJow 

I 
shows the fish's EOD frequency prior to the experiment. Filled circles: amplitude-coding 

P-type afferent; open circles: time-coding T-afferents (from [24]). 
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1.2 ElEictroreception 

in turn extract features such as increases and decreases in amplitudl. The ELL of 

Gymnotiform fish can be segmented into three distinct regions; laterll, centromedial 
I 

and centrolateral. Amplitude-coding afferent fibers map onto each ofl the zones (27]. 

Physiological differences such as the different rates of convergence reflect differences in 

function (25]. Neurons in each segment are topographically orga;nized t~ form a spatial 

map of the electrosensory periphery [18]. These neurons respond m~mally for one 

location, with their activity decreasing for locations away from this prdferred location; 

hence neuronal responses are described by bell-shaped tuning curves. 

The width of the tuning curves within each of the ELL segments differ. Neurons in 

the lateral map have a large or coarse receptive field and are the most lsensitive of the 

three maps, responding to high-frequency amplitude modulations. Centromedial neu

rons have the smallest and most precise receptive field, and respond t~ low-frequency 
I 

amplitude modulations. The centrolateral map consists of neurons with intermediate 

spatial and temporal characteristics (25]. Estimates of the physiologidal range of the 

tuning curve width are between 0.3 and 0. 7 cm depending on the partibular ELL map 

(28]. 

It has been shown that different electric image features are best estimatled using differ

ent tuning curve widths. For example wider tuning curves can more accurately estimate 

the peak amplitude of the electric image, whereas, to encode image Jidth, narrower 

tuning curves would result in higher accuracy (28]. One simple algoritJm for calculat

ing image width is to first normalize the neural responses to the maxim~l response and 
I 

then count the number of neurons that are active above a certain threshold [9]. 

Descending control plays an important role in the information proceJing that takes 

place in the ELL. In the ELL of Gymnotiform fish, efferent input is redeived from the 

nucleus of praeemintialis (PE), a midbrain structure. The input folldws one of two 

pathways. Stellate cells from the PE project directly onto the ventral ~olecular layer 

of the ELL. Bratton and Bastian (29] suggested that the direct pathwa~ from the PE 

to the ELL may enhance the sensitivity of ELL neurons to a local anh novel stimu

lus. The second pathway consists of multipolar neurons projecting ontJ
1 

the eminentia 

granularis posterior (EGp) which in turn project onto the dorsal molecular layer of the 

11 



1. INTRODUCTION 

ELL (30]. It has been suggested that this descending input pathway serves as a gain 

control mechanisms (25]. Upon processing of information the ELL in turn projects onto 

the torus semicirularis, a structure in the midbrain. The torus semicircularis cdntains 

neurons that respond to amplitude and time (phase) modulations. 

1.3 Aim of the Thesis 

Electrolocation is the task of actively localizing a target object from sets of eiectric 

images. The rostro-caudal (2D) position of a target object relative to the aJimal's 

body surface can be determined from the pattern of activity over the 2D arf ay of 

electroreceptors. Namely, the peak amplitude of the electric image coincides with the 
I 

rostro-caudal location of the object. Evaluation of the lateral distance of the object to 

the fish surface is a far more difficult task. The electric image of an object depeJds on 

its electrical properties, size, and shape and on its distance from the fish. As suJh, for 
I 

an object whose properties are unknown, no single electric image feature is sufficient 

for identifying the lateral distance (figure 1. 7). Relying on multiple object feltures 

requires the use of multiple ELL maps with differing receptive fields for an acLrate 
I 

estimation. Several depth perception models have been proposed (see chapter 2). ['hese 

models, based on empirical evidence, depend on multiple image parameters. Ou~ first 

goal in this work is to provide a mathematical verification of these models (s~ction 
2.3). Next, we aim to develop a depth perception model which depends on a ~ingle 
electric image parameter (chapter 3). Such a mechanism is possible if the teJporal 

characteristics of the electric image are taken into account. Finally, considering a ktatic 

electric image, we would like to explore the minimum amount of information that iould 

be required for the fish to unambiguously decode the location of an object (chaptbr 4). 

This goal requires a completely different approach to the problem of depth perceJtion. 

We need to consider the information available at a single electroreceptor as opiosed 

to the pattern of the generated electric image. Identification of the sensory procJssing 

algorithm used in depth perception would provide physiologists with important clues 

that should facilitate the search for neural correlates of this behavior. 

12 



1.3 Aim of the Thesis 

Figure 1. 7: Size-distance ambiguity - A schematic of the two-dimensional electric 

image on the surface of the fish for objects of two different sizes and lateral :distances. Al

though the widths of the images are different, the peak amplitudes are the safe (measured 

in grayscale, with white being the largest). Thus, detecting object distance based only on 
amplitude leads to ambiguities, (from [28)). 

13 
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2 

Literature Reveiw 

It is without doubt that weakly electric fish use their electric sense ti locate objects 

[31]. Much work has been conducted in understanding how these fish perform this 

task. Although the rostro-caudal location of an object can be associdted directly to 

the location of the peak electric image, the measure relating electric limage features 

to the object distance has not been completely understood. Several depth perception 

algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms can be categorized idto those which 

rely on static electric image features and those which incorporate the tebporal aspects 

of the electric image. We have termed these algorithms static and kpatiotemporal 

models, respectively. In this chapter we will begin with a review of past proposed 

algorithms. We note that of these algorithms those of Rasnow [32] and von der Emde 

[31] have become the accepted models within the community. Some questions remain as 

to which, if any, the fish actually use for object localization. We provide l mathematical 

proof that both methods can in fact be used for depth perception. 

2.1 Static Models 

2.1.1 Rasnow Model 

Rasnow and his colleagues have used both direct measurements as well as mathemati

cal simulations to model the electric image produced by a dielectric spJere [9, 32, 33]. 

Recognizing that each image feature (e.g. peak amplitude, width, phabe shift) is de

pendent on multiple (unknown) object features (distance, size, impedJnce), creating 

15 



2. LITERATURE REVEIW 
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Figure 2.1: Raswnow model- (a) Electric images of conducting spheres in the midpiane 

of Apteronotus leptorhynchus. Images from a 1 cm sphere at four object distances (in~et), 
I 

and (b) from four object sizes at the fixed distance of 1.4 cm. Dashed horizontal lines 

represent the relative width of the object image, with vertical lines to facilitate comparisbns, 

(figures provided from [9]). 

10 

size-impedance-distance ambiguities, Ra.Snow proposed the use of multiple image pa

rameters for decoding the object-fish distance. Rasnow suggested a method by khich 

the fish calculate the relative width of the electric image, that is the width me~ured 
at half peak amplitude. He hypothesize that this measure is solely dependent dn the 

object distance, and hence can unambiguously reveal depth information. Theo+tical 

work has shown that this measure is independent of object size, (figure 2.1). However, 

von der Emde has pointed out that this measure can only be used to disambigua~e the 

distance of an object whose impedance is already known [12], a fact that clearlJ does 

not hold true when the fish is presented with novel objects. 

2.1.2 von der Emde Model 

In a series of elegant behavioral experiments, von der Emde and his colleagues sh'.owed 

definitively that the weakly electric fish, Gnathonemus petersii, could use their el~ctric 
sense for localization [12, 31, 34]. The experiments consisted of partitioning th~ fish 

I 

tank into two compartments with two gates (gaps) built into the partition wall (see 
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2.2 Spatiotemporal Models 

figure 2.2). Objects were placed beyond each gate at different distanles to the gate. 

In a forced-choice experiment the fish were trained to swim through Jhe gate beyond 

which the object was furthest away. 

It was shown that not only could the fish accurately determine the relative distance of 

two identical objects, but they could also correctly identify the relativ~ distance when 

the objects differed in size and conductivity. Interestingly, von der Ebde also found 
I 

that when presented with a cube and a sphere of the same radius, the fish misjudged the 

distances and perceived the spheres to be further away, even when this Jas not the case. 

Von der Emde proposes the use of a ratio of image features; nameJ that of maxi

mal slope to peak amplitude, as a measure of object distance [12, 31,134]. Empirical 

data obtained from Gnathonemus petersii indicate that the caudal image slopes of 

different electric images vary unsystematically with object distance, ahd so it cannot 

provide any reliable distance cues. To this end von der Emde suggests ~he fish use the 

rostral image slopes to determine the slope-to-amplitude ratio. 

Obje<:t1 

l • 
l ool 

~~1· 
: l 
•• I 

Object2 

Figure 2.2: Von der Emde experimental set-up - Schematic of von der Emde's 

experimental tank set-up as seen from above. The thick dotted line marks Jhe position of 

the dividing wall, containing the two gates (gaps). The distance between th~ gate and the 

closer object is denoted gate distance (GD). The distance between the two objects is the 

inter-object distance (OD). 

2.2 Spatiotemporal Models 

The importance of the temporal properties of the electric image in object localization 

was first alluded to by Rasnow [32). Electric fish explore actively bJ moving their 
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bodies and tails around objects [35, 36]. It is well documented [37, 38, 39] th!at tail 

bending movements of electric fish are often involved with prey capture. Such plobing 

movements change the magnitude of the electric image at the object and could drovide 

further cues to object location. 

2.2.1 Sim & Kim 

Sim and Kim used mathematical modeling to study the effects of tail bending on the 

transdermal potential measured at a receptor [40]. They .observed that changes \in the 

lateral distance of an object significantly altered the temporal pattern of transdermal 

potential. Interestingly, object size and conductivity had no effect on the pattern[ This 

led Sim and Kim to conclude that the temporal variation at a fixed electrorebeptor 

during tail bending could allow localization of a target object. 

Noting that fish may not be able to recognize the multitude of possible temporal 

patterns, Sim and Kim propose the use of the measure slope ratio to determiJe the 

lateral distance of an object. The slope ratio is defined as the ratio of the teJporal 
I 

changes in potential when the tail is bent from left to mid-line and from mid-line to 

the right with the same time interval. It is important to note that since the teJporal 

pattern depends on the rostrocaudal position of a target object, the slope ratio burve 

also changes depending on the object's rostrocaudal position. 

2.2.2 Englemann 

Beside frontal approaching, exploratory behavior of weakly electric fish Gnathonemus 

include back and forth swimming, termed va-et-vient sampling. Hofmann et al. [4l] use 

values from a mathematical model to study the electric image at one receptor dhring 

a va-et-vient object inspection. Mapped as a function of time, the modulations df the 

electric field at the receptor resemble a bell curve and are termed the temporal elJctric 

images (tEI), (see figure 2.3). Taking a similar approach as von der Emde, Hofmahn et 

al. calculated the slope-to-amplitude ratio (tSAR) of the tEI. They found for a J
1

ange 

of object size, the tSAR was size-invariant, and thus allowed for distance estimation. 
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Figure 2.3: Temporal electric image - Electric image at a single receptor during 

va-et-vient object inspection for different object-fish distances. 

2.2.3 Chen 

The model developed by Rasnow was based on the assumption that the d~electric object 

is placed within a uniform electric field. Chen and colleagues expanded this viewpoint 

by developing a model of the electric field generation comprised of an array of point 

sources and sinks distributed along the midline of the fish [42]. Their model was in 

close agreement with the field measurements taken from several species of gymnotid 

fish [10]. Chen and colleagues used their model to estimate the spatiote~poral pattern 

of activation during active electrolocation when an object is moved pas+d a fish. The 

authors found that the measure proposed by Rasnow, namely the width at half peak 

amplitude was an accurate measure of object distance, and is size invariaht with object 

distance. 

2.2.4 Babineau 

Babineau and colleagues used a model of the electric field generated Tuy A ptemotus 

leptorhynchus to study spatial acuity and small signal extraction [43]. I The authors 

focus on a measure, electro-acuity, defined as the minimum spatial separation of two 

objects, such that two distinct peaks remain in the electric image on thd fish's skin. 

. I 

It is found that electro-acuity varies at different lateral distances, but is invariant with 

object conductivity and size. As such, it could provide a cue for localizalion. Further, 
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the authors found that to a reasonable approximation, electro-acuity is propjtional 

to the normalized width of the image {width divided by amplitude) due to eachl of the 

objects. This is compatible with the relative width measure used for depth perception 

by Rasnow [32] . 

Babineau and colleagues have simulated the va-et-vient scanning motion and show 
I 

that under some conditions this behavior could assist in extracting small prey-like sig-

nals from large background ones. When the constituent objects of a complex! scene 

are close enough to each other to result in a blurred (spatially uniform) image, J small 

spatially localized prey will affect the image by only a few percent. This suggesJs that 

fish using a static electric image would be unable to extract the prey signal rrd
1

m the 

large-background signal. However, during va-et-vient scanning, the blurred background 

component of the electric image does not change, whereas that due to the pre~\ does. 

Consequently the prey signal is revealed during the scanning motion by looking at the 

transdermal potential at individual location on the fish's body. 

2.3 Mathematical Verification of Rasnow & von der Emde 

Models 

In this section, we would like to put the algorithms presented by Rasnow [32] and von 
I 

der Emde et al. [31], herein referred to as the Rasnow and von der Emde Models, 

respectively, on a solid mathematical footing. First, we show that in contrast + von 

der Emde's claim [12], the method proposed by Rasnow can in fact disambiguate the 

location of a spherical object whose size and electrical properties are unknown. sJcond, 

we provide a mathematical proof that, for localization of a dielectric sphere, th~ ratio 

of maximum slope to peak amplitude is in fact solely dependent on the object distance 

as von der Emde et al. 's empirical data suggest. In both cases we find a simple eqJation 

relating the distance of a spherical object to the particular measure in question. 

Electric Image 

We begin by considering fields perpendicular to the fish surface. Such fields are of 

greatest significance, as they appear predominantly in the rostral region of th~ fish 

[44], where electroreceptors are most dense. 
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Next, to study the effects of a dielectric sphere on this uniform field, we orient a 

Cartesian reference frame such that the origin coincides with the sphJre's center and 

the applicate (z-direction) lies parallel with the direction of the unpert6rbed field. 

Over the region of interest, we approximate the fish surface to be plJar. If the fish

object distance is d, the fish surface plane II consists of points having thb form (x, y, d). 

Assume the unperturbed field to be uniform with magnitude E, givenl by that of the 

EOD measured at the origin, prior to the introduction of the sphere there. The in

troduction of a dielectric sphere of radius a at the origin then induces a perturbation 

of 
ra3Ed 

8<I>(x, y, d) = (x2 + y2 + d2)3/2 (2.1) 

at (x, y, d) on II, where r is the electric contrast of the sphere definec!:l in chapter 3. 

Measurements of this perturbation on the fish surface plane constitJte the electric 

image of the dielectric sphere. 

Rasnow Model 

According to Rasnow [32) and Rasnow and Bower [33), it is sufficient for the fish to 

measure the relative width of the electric image for unambiguous distanee information. 

Here we show that this measure is in fact sufficient for distance discr~mination as it 

depends solely on the object's distance. 

The perturbation (2.1) is maximized at the point (0, 0, d) directly underneath the di

electric object, and decays in a Gaussian-like manner. The maximum Jerturbatioh is 

then given by 
fa3 E 

8 <I> max = -;p- · (2.2) 

The potential on a curve C defined on the plane II, by 

c = { ( x, y, z) I x2 + y2 = d2 ( ij4 - 1), z = d} 

is half that of 8¢max· It is clear that the curve C defines a circle on the plane II, with 

center (0, 0, d) and radius 

(2.3) 
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which is solely dependent on the sphere's distance to the plane. Hence, we Je that 

the distance of an object is linearly related to the radius of the electric image ~t half 

amplitude by 
r 

d= , 
vif4-1 

(2.4) 

where there is no dependence on the size a, or the electrical contrast r, of the sphere. 

von der Emde Model 

According to von der Emde et al. [31], von der Emde [12] and Schwarz and v0n der 

Emde [34] the ratio.\, of the electric image's maximum slope to maximum amJlitude 

provides a measure of an object's distance. Here we show that this measure is [solely 

dependent on the object's distance, and hence can be used to unambiguously localize 

an object. Further, we find the mathematical relationship between the object's dil\tance 

d and A. 

It is easy to verify that on the horizontal plane II the maximum amplitude 0f the 

perturbation (2.1) is attained at the point (0, 0, d), and has value 

fa3E 
O<I>max = -;p- · (2.5) 

On this same plane, the magnitude of the slope of the surface 8<I>(x, y) is defined by 

j\78<I>I = 3fa3 Ed 
x2 + y2 

(x2 + y2 + d2)5 · 
(2.6) 

Using the symmetry of our problem we let x2 + y2 = r 2 to define the slope function 

3fa3Edr 
S(r, d) = l\78<I>I = (r2 + d2)5/2. (2.7) 

Again, it can easily be verified that the slope is maximized on the circle x2 + y2 = d: 
and has value 

S _ 48fa3E 
max - d3 .J55 · (2.8) 

Hence, the slope to amplitude ratio .A is 

, Smax 48 
/\ = O<I>max = d.J55. (2.9) 
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2A Conclusion 

Finally, we can see that object distance is linearly related to the inveje of the ratio A 

by 

(2.10) 

2.4 Conclusion 

All spatiotemporal models of depth preception, with the exception of Sim and Kim [40], 

are at least weakly compatible with either Rasnow's or von der Emde'l static models. 

It remains unclear which, if either, of the two static algorithms the dsh actually use 

for the task of depth perception. We hope that the work provided lin this chapter 

will validate the method proposed by Rasnow [32] as a potential algoJithm for depth 

:::ption as well as provide a mathematical complement to von der Emll de's empirical 

In the following chapter we propose an alternative model for depth perc ption based on 

measurements of a single image parameter. Such a model, based on bot hi the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of the electric image would only require a single narrow tuned 

topological map to accurately estimate distance. It further provides an bxplanation for 

the probing behavior observed in weakly electric fish. 
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Single Parameter Spatioternporal 

Model 

Depth perception mechanisms suggested thus far are based on multi-narameter mea

surements [31, 32, 40, 41], and most take into account only the spatiJl profile of the 

electric image, disregarding its temporal characteristic. The EOD of weJkly electric fish 

are amongst the most stable known biological oscillators [7], and electrobotor behavior 

during distance discrimination (34] suggests that the image's temporal broperties may 

play a far more significant role than previously thought. 

In this chapter we develop a model for depth perception, based on both the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of the electric image. Our model is based on measurements 

of a single image parameter, namely the width of the electric image. In contrast to 

previously suggested algorithms, our model would only require a single narrow tuned 

topographic neuronal map to accurately estimate distance. More si~nificantly, our 

model provides an explanation of the tail-bending (probing) behavior 1nd va-et-vient 

sampling observed in weakly electric fish. 

We begin with an outline of the model including both analytic as well as numerical 

results 3.1. We then use this model to study the effects of electromag~etic noise and 
I 

assess the presence of stochastic resonance (3.2). Lastly we test our model for localiza-

tion of non-spherical dielectrics (3.3). 
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3. SINGLE PARAMETER SPATIOTEMPORAL MODEL 

3.1 Model 

Motivation 

The motivation behind developing a single parameter model is twofold. The physi

ological process of extracting distance information from one image parameter is far 

simpler than that required for multiple parameters. Other - multi-parameter based -
I 

algorithms such as those of Rasnow {image width calculated at half peak amplitude) 
I 

and von der Emde (ratio of maximum slope to peak amplitude) would require at least 

two topographic maps with differing spatial resolution to accurately estimate diktance 

[28]. Our single parameter based model can function with only a single narrow tuned 

map. 

Electric fish explore novel objects differing in conductivity from water by swimming 

in a back-and-forth manner (va-et-vient sampling) [35, 45] or bending of the Jaudal 

one- or two-thirds of the body toward the object [46]. It has been hypothesiJed [9] 

that the tail-bending behavior, called "probing", as well as the va-et-vient saJpling 

[41] , may allow the fish to disambiguate object features. The electric image is g~eatly 
affected by the location of the electric organ relative to the object. The va-e+vient 

sampling and probing behavior changes this position and hence changes the EOJD am

plitude at the object. We show that utilizing measurements of the electric imlge at 

multiple EOD amplitudes allow the fish to disambiguate the distance from othlr un

known object properties, and hence explain the probing behavior. 

Model Outline 

We consider fish with non-ideal electroreceptors. Such receptors are characterized by 

a threshold value T. Signals whose amplitude fall below this threshold remain hnde

tected to such non-ideal receptors. In this way, we can regard the surface of thl fish, 

in the presence of a given object, as being comprised of two distinct regions; deteJtable 

and non-detectable. Receptors within the detectable region are able to sense thl per

turbation caused by the presence of the object while the object remains invisi+e to 

receptors in the non-detectable region. It is clear that the size of the two regions are 
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functions of the EOD amplitude, the object-fish distance as well as other unknown 

object properties (i.e. size, shape and electric contrast). By itself, information about 
I 

the size of the regions at any one instance in time is insufficient in in~erring anything 

about the object-fish distance. However, comparison of the regions measured at two 

different EOD amplitudes allows the possibility of disambiguating thk distance from 

the other object properties. 

It is important to note that though we have chosen the receptor sensitivity thresh

old as the value at which the fish surface is partitioned; our model rJmains valid for 
I 

any other threshold value. As such, if the signal is strong enough that the perturbation 

at all receptors is above threshold, a higher threshold value can be choJen with the aid 

of neuronal inhibition, such that regions where the perturbation falls labove this new 

threshold value form a bounded region on the fish surface. In this way a value can 

always be chosen to ensure the size of the "detectable" region is limitek to the surface 

of the fish. 

3.1.1 Assumptions 

Our model makes four key assumptions that need to be addressed. First, we have 

based our model on the localization of a dielectric sphere. We will show, this is an 

accurate representation of the problem faced by the fish, especially fbr more distant 
I 

objects. Next, we assume that the field in which the object is placed is both uniform 

and perpendicular to the surface of the fish. Finally, we presume that the presence of 

the fish itself does not affect the electric image. 

Object Geometry 

Our model is based on the localization of a dielectric sphere. This assumption has 

been made by many authors in the past, [9, 32, 40, 42, 47, 48], and we believe it is an 

accurate representation of the problem faced by the fish. 

Foremost, the geometry of electric fish's main prey, the Daphnia Magna is roughly 

spherical, see figure 3.1. Second, as the size of non-spherical objects il reduced or its 
I 

distance increased the perturbation of the electric field due to the object, and hence 
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its electric image, converges to that produced by a spherical object. This proplerty is 

reflected in the Laplace equation which links the electric potential to the charge dis

tribution and is used to model the field perturbation by a dielectric object. Inl figure 

3.2 we represent the electric image produced by a sphere 3.2a and a cube 3.2bj Both 

objects produce very similar electric image profiles with circular isopotential liJes. As 

the distance of the cube is decreased the high-valued isopotential lines begin t~ devi

ate from their circular nature. However, the isopotential lines at the periphery] of the 

electric image still maintain their circular pattern. For an algorithm based on the size 
I 

of the electric image, only the weakest detectable isopotential line need be considered. 

As such even for near non-spherical objects, we may assume the profile of the J1ectric 

image is circular in nature, similar to that which is produced for spherical objJcts. 

Figure 3.1: Daphnia Magna - A female adult daphnia magna. 

Field Uniformity 

Far from the fish, the EOD induces an electric field resembling an elongated tlipole 

[9, 10, 44], (see figure 3.3). The near field ( < 1 body length), where electrololation 

occurs [49, 50], is far more complicated [10]. Let us model the elongated field ab that 

which is produced by an array of point charges [42]. The array of n electric pbles is 

distributed uniformly along the rostro-caudal axis of the model fish. Starting kt the 

head, the first m poles act as current source and the remaining ( n - m) as cirrent 

sink. The electric potential <I> at a point x outside the fish is given by the sum bf the 
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(a) (b} 

Figure 3.2: Electric image comparison - (a) Contours representing the electric image 

for a sphere, (b) and a cube. 

Figure 3.3: Fish dipole field - Elongated dipole field generated by an Apteronotus 

albifrons, (from [10]). 
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individual contributions to the potential from each pole. That is, 

m !L n _!}_ 

<.I>(x) = '°" m 1 _ '°" n-m 1 , 
~ 47rEo Ix - x ·I . ~ 47rEo Ix - x ·I 
J=l J J=m+l J 

(3.1) 

where Xj is the Cartesian position of the jth pole, and q is the charge associated to 

each pole. The quantity q has been normalized such that the first m poles lave a 

charge of q/m and the remaining poles a charge of -q/(n - m), resulting in l total 

net charge of zero. The field is well described with a single negative pole at the t~l (42]. 

Let us now derive the p~rturbation to this field by a dielectric sphere of rlius a 
I 

and relative permittivity Ei centered at the origin. We begin by analysing the effect of 
I 

the sphere on the field of a single point charge then generalize the idea to the multipole 

field above. Suppose the sphere-charge-receptor orientation is as in figure 3.4[ The 

charge q is set on the z-axis a distance b from the center of the sphere which is llcated 

at the origin, (b > a). The potential in such an arrangement is independent rf the 

spherical coordinate¢, hence, <I>(r, (}, ¢) = <I>(r, (}). The sphere is immersed in a media 
I 

of relative permittivity Ee. We begin with Gauss' Law V' · E = p/Eo, which in the 

absence of charge leads to the Laplace equation, V'2 <.I> = 0. The solution of the Lkplace 

equation in spherical coordinates is 

<I>(r, 6) = ~ ( Anrn + Bnrn~l) [Pn(cos6) + Qn(cos6)], (3.2) 

where An and Bn are constants, yet to be determined, and Pn and Qn are the Legendre 

polynomials of the first and second kind, respectively, [51). Noting that <I>(r, 6)1 < oo 

for all values of(), we can set Qn = 0, as this function diverges for()= 0, 7r. Hence, we 

look for solutions of the form 

<I>;(r, 6) = ~ ( Anrn + Bnrn~l) Pn(cos6) and 

<I>e(r,6) = ~ ( Cnrn + Dnrn~l) P,,(cos6), (3.3) 

where the subscripts i and e represent the potential interior and exterior to the sphere 

respectively. Our equations (3.3) need to satisfy the following boundary conditidns. 

BC.1 <.I>i(r, 0) < oo as r --+ 0 
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(r,8,cf>) 
.. ?f' Referenre : , , 

!Point 

Figure 3.4: Point charge-sphere-receptor orientation - Orientation of the point 

charge, sphere and receptor in spherical coordinates. The symmetry of Jhe problem is 
I 

exploited by orienting the reference frame such that the origin coincides with the center of 

the sphere and the applicate k, is directed along the line joining the sphere benter and the 
I 

point charge. In this frame the potential at a receptor located at ( r, (}, </>) is independent 

of the azimuthal angle </>. The point charge is located at (b, 0). 
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• if polarization of dielectric is uniform, bound charges only appear on the 

surface 

BC.2 <I>e(r, 8) ---+ -4 
1 .!L ---+ 0 as r---+ oo where rq = Jb2 + r 2 - 2br cos 8 . 7l"eo r 9 

• at great distances from the sphere, the effect of the sphere is negligitHe 

BC.3 <I>i(r, B) = <I>e(r, B) for r =a 

• electric potential must be continuous across boundary 

• discontinuity would imply an infinite electric field 

BC.4 (De - Di) · n = a = 0 when r = a 

• boundary condition for dielectric surfaces 

• here D is the displacement field accounting for the effects of free c;:harge 

within materials. 

• normal component of displacement field is continuous across the boundary 

• here u is the free surface charge. We assume no free-charges on the stface 

of the sphere. 

• derived from BC.4, where D = EoEE = Eo(l+xe)E = EoE+EoXeE = EoE+P, 

and <o is the vacuum permittivity I 

• here E is the dielectric constant inside/ouside the sphere, Xe = e-eo is the 
t:o I 

dielectric susceptibility, and P is the electric polarization (or dipole moment 

per unit volume) 

BC.6 <I>e(r, 8) ---+ oo as r ---+ b and 8 ---+ 0 

BC.7 Eit = Eet 

• assuming electrostatics (i.e. \i' x E = 0) 

• tangential component of the electric field is continuous across the boundary 
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The above boundary conditions may be used to explicitly find the coeflic1nts An, Bn, Cn 

and Dn of equations (3.3). 

• <l\(r, B) < oo as r --+ 0 [BC.I) 

=> Bn = 0 \Jn 

=> 4>i(r, B) = L~=O (Anrn) Pn(cos B) 

• 4>e(r, O) --+ 4;;c:o .,/b2+r2-2brcos0 as r --+ 00 [BC.2) 

Suppose we can express the potential outside the sphere as the sum of the unper

turbed potential 4>u - potential in the absence of the sphere - and tJe perturbation 

<Pp, due to the presence of the sphere. 

Equation (3.4) must satisfy the following criteria: 

CT.1 V72 <I>e = 0 

• As 4>e is the solution to Laplace equation outside the sphere 

CT.2 4>u(r, B) = -4 
1 --=2=2~== 7rf:Q vb +r -2brcos8 

(3.4) 

• This is simply the point charge potential measured at a distance Jb2 + r2 - 2br cos(}. 

• We note 4>u satisfies the Laplace equation (i.e. V72<I>u = 0) 

CT .3 <Pp must satisfy the Laplace equation (V724>p = 0) 

• By CT.I and CT.2 

CT.4 4>p(r, B) = L~=O (Cnrn + Dnrn\i) Pn(cosB) 

•by CT.3 

CT.5 4>p(r, B) --+ 0 as r--+ oo 

• As a consequence of BC.2 

CT.6 Cn = 0 \Jn 

•by CT.4 and CT.5 

=> 4>p(r,B) = L~=O (Dnrn\ 1 ) Pn(cosB) 
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Hence, 

<I>~(r, fJ) = q +"" Dn-1 Pn( COS fJ). 1 
00 

( 1 ) 
47rco y'b2 + r2 - 2br cos fJ ~ rn+ 

Now, to write this equation in a more uniform way, consider the function 

1 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

If we expand this in a power series in x, we obtain a series that converges for 
1

77 < 1. 

Furthermore, as the Legendre polynomials can be defined [52] as the coefficients in 

a Taylor series expansion 

1 00 

--;:::===:=== = L 17n Pn(x), 
../1+7]2 - 21]X n=O 

for b > r, we define 1J = r/b, and 

q q 
~~-;::::;:===========::::o:=~~---;:=======::============ 
47rcoJb2 +r2 - 2brcosfJ 47rcob../1 + (r/b) 2 -2(r/b)cosfJ 

q 

For b < r, we define~= b/r, and 

q q 

47rc:oJb2 + r 2 - 2br cos fJ 47rc:0r..j(b/r)2 + 1 - 2(b/r) cos fJ 
q 

47rcor../1 + ~2 - 2~ cos fJ 
00 

= -
4 

q L~nPn(cosfJ). 
7rcor n=O 

So, 

l
~ f: b::1Pn(cosfJ)+ f: (Dnrn\1)Pn(cosfJ) ifa<r<b,, 

<I>e(r, 0) = n~p n~p 
~ E r~:1 Pn(cosfJ) + E (Dnrn\i) Pn(cosfJ) if b < r. 

n=O n=O 

Upon simplifying we obtain, 

l 
f: ( ~ b::1 + Dnrn\1) Pn(cosfJ) 

<I>e(r, 0) = n~? 
n~O ( ~ r~:l + Dn rn\1) Pn (COS fJ) 

Note that the two equations coincide for the case b = r! 
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if b < r. 
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3.1 Model 

• <Pi(r, 8) = <Pe(r, 8) for r =a. [BC.3] 

Of course for the potential measured just outside of the sphere, we need only consider 

the case a < r < b. Hence, BC.3 states that 

(3.10) 

Equating the coefficients of the Legendre polynomials, we find for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 

A - _q ___ l_ + ~ 
n - 47rEo bn+l a2n+I . (3.11) 

Hence, 

00 

<Pi(r, B) = L (Anrn) Pn(cos 8), 
n=O 

~ ( q 1 Dn ) n 
= f::o 47rco bn+l + a2n+ 1 r Pn (cos 8). 

[BC.5] 

Rearranging the terms and using the definition of electric potential 

0, 

le 'V<Pe · n 

a<Pe I t --
e an r=a 

a<Pe I t --
e ar r=a 

(3.12) 

Again, for potential measured just outside of the sphere, we need only consider the 
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case a< r < b. Hence, 

<e :r (~ ( 4: 00 b::l + Dnrn~l) Pn(cosO)) r=a 

8 (~ ( q 1 Dn ) n ) I 
f.i 8r ~ 47rco bn+l + a2n+l T Pn (cos 0) r=a ' 

00 
( n-1 1 ) 

<e ~ n 4:
00 

:n+l - (n + l)Dn an+2 Pn(cosO) = 

~ ( q 1 Dn ) n-1 
f.i ~ n 47rco bn+l + a2n+l a Pn(cos 0). 

Equating the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial, we find 

D -n-----q a2n+l ( f.e - f.i ) 

n - 41l"f.Q bn+l nf.i + (n + l)f.e 
and 

A __ q __ l_ ( (2n + l)<:e ) 
n - 41l"f.Q bn+l nf.i + (n + l)f.e · 

We substitute these values into our equation for potential, and obtain 

q ~ Tn ( {2n + l)f.e ) 
<Pi(r, 0) =- L- b +1 ( l) Pn(cosO) 

41l"f.Q n nf.i + n + f.e 
n=O 

T <a, 

a<r<b 

b < T. 

{3.13) 

Equations (3.13) fully describe the potential of a point charge in the presencl of a 

dielectric sphere at all points (r, 0, <P) in space. We identify, by equations {3.4), {3.8), 

(3.9) and CT.2 above, the perturbation 8<P, to the electric potential by the sphere to be 

q 
00 

( a2n+l ( f.e - f.i ) ) 
8<P(r, 0) = - """"' n b +1 +1 ( l) Pn(cos B). ~3.14) 

n=O 41l"f.Q L- n rn nf.i + n + f.e I 

Here, as before, Pn represent the Legendre polynomials, and 0 is the polar angle which 

extends between the charge-axis (a.xis extending from the charge to the origin) aJd the 

ray extending from the origin to the reference point point (r, 0), (figure 3.4). 
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3.1 Model 

Writing out the first several terms of equation (3.14), 

c5cI>( r, 8) = _q_ ( b~3 2 ( Ee - 2Ei ) ) cos{} 
47rEo r Ei + Ee 

+ _q_ ~ (n a2n+I ( Ee - Ei )) R (cosB) 
47rEQ ~ bn+Irn+I nEi + (n + l)Ee n 

n=2 

_ (Ee - Ei) a3 _q _ _!__ cos{}+ 0 (a
5

) 
- Ei + 2Ee 47rEo b2 r 2 r3 ' 

(3.15) 

it becomes clear that the perturbation of the point charge field due to the dielectric 

sphere is comprised of a dipole perturbation along with higher orde) terms. These 

terms become negligible for small (a« 1), distant objects. 

Generalizing our analysis of the point charge field to an array of point charges is made 

simple with the aid of the superposition principle. Consider an arra~I of N charges. 

For each charge q1, we orient the reference f~me such that the origin coincides with 

the center of the sphere and the applicate k, is directed along the line joining the 

sphere center and q1. The potential perturbation of charge q1 at a recebtor due to the 

sphere can then be calculated by the method outlined above. Finally, By the superpo

sition principle, we may add up the individual potential perturbations to acquire the 

perturbation of the array; 

c5cI> r {} - -- n-- -- Po cosB· 1 
00 

[ a2n+I ( Ee - Ei ) N ( Qj ) ] 
( ' ) - 47rfo ~ rn+l m; + (n + l)fe ~ b'j+l n( J) ' (3.16) 

where (b1, {31) is the polar coordinate of charge j and 81 = B-/31; see figure 3.5. Again, 

writing the first several terms of equation (3.16), 

c5cI>(r, B) = ( Ee - Ei ) a3_1_ ~ (ql) cos 81 
E' + 2E 47rEo ~ b~ r 2 

i e l=I J 

+ -- n-- -- Po cosB· 1 
00 

[ a2n+l ( Ee - Ei ) N ( q1 ) ] 
47rfo ~ rn+l n<; + (n + l)E, ~ b'j+l n( 3 ) 

= (Ee - Ei) a3_1 ~ (q1) cos01+ 0 (a
5
), 

f· + 2E 47rEo ~ b~ r 2 r3 
i e l=I J 

(3.17) 

it becomes clear that the perturbation of the array potential is comprised of a sum 

of dipole potentials and higher order multi-pole perturbations which lttenuate with 
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3. SINGLE PARAMETER SPATIOTEMPORAL MODEL 

Charge 1 Charge 2 

qi: (x1.Y1)-(b1.P1) qz: (xz,Y2)-(bi..P2) 

Figure 3.5: Charge array-sphere-receptor orientation - Orientation of the receptor, 

sphere and an array of two charges qi. In a reference frame where the sphere cen~er is 

located at the origin and the receptor at (r, fJ), each charge is located at (bi, /3i ). 

distance from the object more rapidly than the dipole perturbation. The atfenua

tion of the higher order terms is exaggerated for small object a« 1, (equation (3.17)). 

Hence, we can conclude that the perturbation of a uniform field is a good represeJtation 
I 

of the perturbation to the actual field generated by the fish, especially for small objects. 

Field Perpendicularity 

Current flows between the head and tail ends of the electric organ, periodically alter

nating in direction with a frequency that is characteristic of the species [10]. In addition 

to firing periodically, different segments of the electric organ fire asynchronously,! caus

ing a propagation of the discharge. This results in different EOD waveforms a10J1g the 
I 

length of the fish (9, 44]. For various locations along the fish's body, figure 3.6b depicts 

the paths the tips of the electric field vectors trace during one cycle of the Eon.I Elec

tric field vectors in the caudal part of the body change both magnitude and dirJction, 

whereas those in the rostral part only change magnitude and sign. In additioh, the 

field vectors in the rostral region are perpendicular to the surface of the fish. Debsities 
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(b) 

Figure 3.6: Vector representation of EOD-cycle - (a) Time domain representation 
of the EOD cycle, showing the direction of the electric field vector at a sinTle point in the 

mid-plane. Four EOD phases are drawn as vectors, and for subsequent times, just the tip 
I 

of the vector is traced. (b) The process is figure (a) is repeated for multiple points in the 

mid-plane showing the spatiotemporal nature of the generated field in a reJion around the 
fish. At each point, only the initial EOD phase is drawn as a vector, and for subsequent 

times, just the tip of the vector is traced. (From [44], with permission) 

of electroreceptor organs on the head are on average approximately five times greater 

than those on the trunk of the fish [18]. This suggests the head acts as ah electrosensory 

fovea, and orientation of fields in this region are far more significant tJan those in the 

trunk. This has lead us to presume that the field is oriented perpendicJlarly to the fish 

surface. 

Fish Effect 

Our final assumption is that the fish's body has no effect on the perturli>ation. That is, 

we assume the fish to be electrically invisible. This assumption relies dn the fact that 

the fish skin does not produce a new ambiguity. In other words, the fisJ body does not 

introduce non-linearity into our model, where we may have multiple fibld magnitudes 

producing the same perturbation. 

As a first approximation, let us take the fish interior to be isopotential with relative 

permittivity similar to that of the surrounding water. This assumption lis based on the 

hypothesis that the internal cells are made up of mostly water. Examining the effect 

of the dielectric fish skin on the perturbation, we find the potential <I> lat the point q0 
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3. SINGLE PARAMETER SPATIOTEMPORAL MODEL 

on the fish surface S to be 

4>( ) = 2 '11( ) ~(Ee - Eskin) fr { 4>( )~ 1 dS 
Qo Ee+ Eskin Qo + 2 Ee+ Eskin } q 8nq lrq - fq

0
I ' (3.18) 

(see Appendix B for derivation). If we consider the thinness of the skin (0.1 mm), we 

may represent S by a plane (figure 3.7). In this case 

(3.19) 

And so, 

(3.20) 

where, '1J(q0 ) is the potential at the point q0 in the absence of the fish surface, Ee and 

Eskin are the relative permittivities of the water and fish skin, respectively. As eqhation 

(3.20) indicates, the potential in the presence of the fish is a scalar multiple rf the 

potential in its absence. That is, the introduction of the fish has not resulted tin the 

introduction of non-linearity into our model and can be disregarded. 

Figure 3. 7: Fish skin model - A model representation of the dielectric fish skin. 

3.1.2 Analytic Model 

Consider a linear, homogeneous, isotropic sphere of radius a, centered at Xobj, wlaced 

within a uniform electric field E. The perturbation 84>, of the electric potential ~y the 

sphere measured at field point x is given by 

~if,.( ) = ra3
E(xobj) . (x - Xobj) ( ) 

U':I! x I 13 ' 3.21 
X - Xobj I 

where E(xobj) is the field vector at the location of the object prior to its placement 

there, and r is the electrical contrast, (see Appendix A for derivation). The e~ectric 
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contrast is dependent on the temporal nature of the field: 

Static Field 

Oscillating Field [32) 

3.1 Model 

where p is the resistivity, E the absolute permittivity and w the angular frequency of 

the unperturbed field. The subscripts i and e identify the variables as bbing interior or 

exterior to the spherical object, respectively. 

If we assume that the receptors of the fish are non-ideal with threshold value T, then 

a receptor located at xis able to detect the perturbation caused by an bbject if 

l8<I>(x)I ~ T. (3.22) 

Equation (3.22) defines a "detectable" region on the fish surface. Receptors that fall 

within this region can sense the presence of the dielectric sphere. It is clrar from equa

tion (3.21) and the detectability criteria (3.22) that the size of the detectable region 

is contingent on the EOD amplitude, the object-fish distance, as well Js other object 

properties (i.e. size, shape and electric contrast). j 
By defining the Cartesian reference frame such that the origin coin , ides with the 

sphere's center, and such that the applicate vector k (see figure 4.1 ~or definition) 

is parallel to E, the detectability criteria (3.22) simplifies to 

lra3 E (x2 + y2z+ z2)3/2 I :2'. T, (3.23) 

where E = llEll · By rearranging the terms, we can define a detection disk on the fish 

surface within which electroreceptors detect the perturbation caused ~y a dielectric 

object; 

( 
z)3/2 

x2 + y2 .~ -:;:. _ z2, (3.24) 

where we have defined T = T /f a3 E for convenience. 

At any instance in time, information about the size of the disk is, olil its own, in

sufficient to infer anything about the object-fish distance. This is due td the fact that 

the value of the weighted threshold Tis a function of other unknown objJct properties, 

namely, object size, electric contrast, field magnitude at the object and even perhaps 
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sensitivity th reshold value 
function of d. t . Furthermore ~ I IS ance (fi ' ior a fi d . z gure 3.9) xe disk radi . . US, T IS a non-injective 

Vie begin b . y cons1derin th 
the electric field. If th g e electric image prod then we e two fields axe need for two diff 
field at :.an expect the object-fish distmeasured within a suflicientlyerent magnituCll es of 

ime t . by E ance to re . small tim . 

location of th: object HThe magnitude of the::: ;nchanged. Denote the ;e~•ferval 
. ence, at time inst ; ' attenuates to f ( yated ance t;, the radius of z, E;) alt the 

( 
I 

each detect. . 

r] = z fa3f(z,Ej)1)2/3 mn d1lsk is 

Comp · T -z2 
anson of th . 

b

. e two elect . . ' o iect-fish d" t nc images all 13.25) 
is ance z and d ows us to d . I ' etection disk rad.. enve a relationship b n, r;; etween the 

2 r1 + z2 2 J( - r2 + z2 

The only u k z, E
1
)2/3 - f( n nown quant·t . z, E2)2/3. 

can th 1 Y m eq t. '13 2 eoreticall b ua ion (3 26) . ~ · 6) Y e evaluated . is the fish-ob. . iect distance 
Th z, and so it 

e electric field generated by th e electric organ (EO) attenuates with d. t is ance. There 
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r(z ,t)=0.02 (m) 

z(m) 

Figure 3.9: Fixed radius ambiguity - For a fixed radius (~) 312 
- z2 = c, each 2-tuple 

(z, r) on the curve satisfies equation (3.24). Hence, knowing the value of thJ radius at one 

instance is insufficient to determining the object-fish distance. 

is evidence to indicate that the electric potential and field do not attenuate with dis-
1 

tance from the fish at a constant rate [44]. Close to the fish, the field strength falls 

approximately as the inverse of the distance [42]. At large distances,I the falloff ap

proaches the inverse of the fourth power of the distance. At distances relevant for 

electrolocation the scaling varies between -1 and -3. Regardless of the barticular scal

ing, the attenuation is in proportion to the fish's electric field [42]. 1h other words, 

the function f is a separable function of E and z. That is, f(z, E) = hEJz(z). Con

sider the general case where the field attenuates with the n-th power bf the distance 
I 

(f (z, E) = ~~). Then the fish-object distance is unambiguously defined by 

Z= 
2£2/3 2£2/3 

r1 2 - r2 1 

E2/3 _ E2/3 
1 2 

(3.27) 

3.1.3 Numerical Implementation 

Equation (3.27) analytically relates the object-fish distance to the radius of the elec

tric image and the magnitude of the generated EOD. It can be used tb categorically 

disambiguate the distance of an object from its other unknown propertlies. To be im

plemented, equation (3.27) must be discretized by the fish. That is, a~ receptors are 

not present at all locations on the fish surface, the radius of the detectio~ disk must be 

estimated numerically. 
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Any single electric image parameter is simultaneously influenced by an object'ls ma

terial, size and distance to the fish. As such there are three degrees of ambiguity to 
I 

consider in distance detection. Further, as the electroreceptors are located at discrete 

locations on the surface of the fish, we test the ability of our model (3.27) to co~rectly 
localize a dielectric sphere for varying values of each of object size, distance and dielec

tric constant, under a discretization process. 

Method 

We begin by discretizing a horizontal plane IT, a distance d = 7 cm away from the center 

of a dielectric sphere of size a= 2 cm and dielectric constant <; = 2.25 (polyeth~lene), 
into sub-squares of some predetermined size (see below). The perturbation to the oth

erwise uniform electric field by the introduction of the sphere is recorded at the ~enter 
of each sub-square on the plane. If such a perturbation is above a threshold T J 10-4 

m V /cm, then we consider that sub-square to be within the region of detection.I The 

dielectric media, within which the sphere is introduced, is assumed to have a diel~ctric 
constant of value €e = 80.1 (i.e. that of water at 20°C). The electric image is reclrded 

for EOD strengths of 0.9 and 0.55 m V /cm, measured at the fish, and is assuJed to 

attenuate according to I 

aE 
J(z, E) = -. ~3.28) 

We assume that the sub-squares forming the :e:ion of detection form a perfect I disk. 

The radius of this disk is calculated by r = "1fk, where A is the sum of the areas of 

the "active" sub-squares. 

Clearly, the smaller we choose our sub-squares the better an estimate of the electric 

image's radius we attain. We are, however, bounded by the number of receptorJ that 
I 

must be contained within each sub-square. Below we have chosen to discretize IT into 

sub-squares of width 0.06 cm. For receptor densities ranging from 9-15 per mm2
1 [18], 

this would ensure that there would be approximately 3.24-5.4 receptor organs lithin 

each sub-square. Requiring multiple receptors within the same sub-square would ensure 

against false activation of a sub-square due to internal receptor noise. Such noise Jould 

arise from the random fluctuations in membrane potential and transmitter releasb. 
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Figure 3.10: Model results - sphere size - (a) Error in estimate of distance for 

spheres of varying sizes calculated at a mesh size of 0.06 cm. The non-zerb error is due 

to the discretization procedure we implement when calculating the detectio~ disk radius, 
(see text). (b) Standard deviation of the error in distance estimate as a ruJction of mesh 

size. The standard deviation of (a) represents a single point at 0.06 cm on t~is graph. The 

parameter values are: d = 7 cm, T = 10-4 mV /cm, f.e = 80.1, f.i = 2.25\, E(t1 ) = 0.9 

mV/cm and E(t2 ) = 0.55 mV/cm. 

Sphere Size 

Figure 3.lOa shows the error in our estimate of distance for spheres of vwying size. The 

error clearly fluctuates about zero, with a mean value of 6.56 x 10-4 cmJ These results 

indicate that the size of the sphere does not influence our model's estimlte of distance. 

The non-zero error in our estimate is due to the discretization procedurelwe implement 

when calculating the detection disk radius. A plot of the standard deviation of the 

error as a function of the mesh size (fig.3.lOb) clearly demonstrates thisl 

Sphere Dielectric Constant 

Figure 3.lla shows the error in our estimate for spheres of different material (relative 

permittivity). Again, as in the case of the different sized spheres, we sJe fluctuations 

about zero, caused by the discretization procedure, (fig. 3.llb). The smln value of the 

mean (2.74 x 10-5 cm), and that of the largest deviation (1.188 x 10-2 cl at t:i = 2.4), 

indicates that our model's estimate is not influenced by the objects matlrial. 
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Figure 3.11: Model results - sphere relative permittivity - (a) Error in estimate of 

distance for spheres varying relative permittivity, calculated at a mesh size of 0.06 cm. \The 

non-zero error is due to the discretization procedure we implement when calculating1 the 
detection disk radius, (see text). (b) Standard deviation of the error in distance estitliate 

as a function of mesh size. The standard deviation of (a) represents a single poin~ at 
I 

0.06 cm on this graph. The parameter values are: a = 2 cm, d = 7 cm, T = 10-4 m V Acm, 

Ee= 80.1, E(t1) = 0.9 mV /cm and E(t2) = 0.55 mV /cm. 

For ideal receptors (those with T = 0 m V /cm), an object is undetectable when its 

relative permittivity matches that of the water exactly, that is when Ei =Ee. The ~ange 
of relative permittivity of non-detectable objects increases greatly for non-ideal Jecep

tors. Figure 3.12a depicts the radius of the electric image of a sphere as a fuJction 

of its dielectric constant Ei. The sphere has a radius of a = 2 cm and is imJersed 
I 

in a medium of dielectric constant Ee = 80.1. We can see that objects with relative 

permittivities ranging anywhere in between 36-153 remain nndetectable; as the +dins 

of the electric image is zero for these values of Ei· Increasing the field strengtTu and 

sensitivity reduces this range, see figures 3.12c and 3.12d, respectively. 

Another factor affecting the range of materials detectable to the fish is distance. ~igure 

3.12b depicts the radius of the electric image of a sphere at d = 5 cm. Here, the relative 

permittivity of non-detectable materials range in value from 70-91; an 82% redJction 
I 

in the range compared to objects at d = 7 cm. This reliance of material detectability 

on distance helps in decluttering the electric image. 
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(d) Increased Sensitivit~, T = 10-5 mV /cm (c) Increased field strength, E = 1.1 mV /cm 

Figure 3.12: Radius of the electric image of a 2 cm sphere as a function J the sphere's 

dielectric constant Ei. The sphere is placed in a dielectric media of relativJ permittivity 

Ee = 80.1. {a) radius for default parameter values: d = 7 cm, T = 10-1 m V /cm and 

E = 0.9 mV /cm. (b): radius at reduced distanced= 5 cm. (c) radius at inclieased electric 

field strength E = 1.1 mV/cm. (d) radius for increased sensitivity T = 10-5 mV/cm 
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Figure 3.13: Model results - sphere distance - (a) Error in estimate of distance for 

spheres varying distances, calculated at a mesh size of 0.06 cm. The non-zero error isl due 

to the discretization procedure we implement when calculating the detection disk radius, 

(see text).(b) Standard deviation of the error in distance estimate as a function of tltesh 

size. The standard deviation of (a) represents a single point at 0.06 cm on this graph. IThe 

parameter values are: a = 2 cm, T = 10-4 m V /cm, €e = 80.1, €i = 2.25, E(t1 ) = 0.9 

mV/cm and E(t2 ) = 0.55 mV/cm. 

Sphere Distance 

We finally consider our model's ability to localize objects at varying distances (fig. 

3.13a). Once again we observe non-zero error values caused by the discretizatiol pro

cess (fig. 3.13b ). The small mean value of the error (9.458 x 10-4 m V) confirrrls our 

model's ability to detect objects at varying distances. 

The relatively large error values (0.01-0.04 m V) recorded for near distances (2.5-2.8 

cm) are virtually eliminated by reducing the mesh size (results not shown). 

Wenotethatfortheelectricfieldstrengthsused (E(t1) = 0.9 mV/cm, E(t2 ) = 0.55 mV/cm) 

the 2 cm sphere is not detected for distances beyond 7.3 cm. To sense more di[stant 

objects greater electric fields or higher sensitivity must be used. 
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3.2 Noise 

Electric Field Strength 

Localization as described by our model requires analysis of the electric image at two 

different magnitudes of the EOD. In theory, localization could occur for lny two electric 

images not produced by electric fields of identical magnitude. In practif e however, for 

an accurate approximation, the field magnitudes must be chosen to differ by a certain 

degree. Figure 3.14a illustrates the dependence of the absolute error o~ the difference 

in field magnitudes. It is clear that the closer in magnitude the two field strengths 

E1 and E2 are, the larger the error in the estimate. 

The amount by which the fields need to differ depends on the density of the recep

tors, which is much higher in the rostral region. Receptor density is ~in to spatial 
I 

resolution; the higher the density, the finer the mesh containing a certain number of 

receptors that can be ma.de. Figure 3.14b depicts the absolute error as alfunction of the 

difference in field magnitude for mesh sizes 0.04, 0.06 and 0.1 cm. Notice, the larger the 

mesh size, the greater the difference the field magnitudes (E1 - E2) muJt be to achieve 

the same level of error. For example, if we choose an error upper bound df 0.04 cm, then 
I 

with a 0.04 cm mesh size, the difference between E1 and E2 can be anywhere within the 

interval [-0.022,0.0285]. On the other hand for the same error bound, ~sing a 0.1 cm 

mesh size, the range of (E1 -E2) must increase to be within the interval ~-0.090, 0.142]. 

Choosing E1 to be the maximum amplitude that can be achieved at Le object; the 

denser the receptors, the larger the value of E2 that can be chosen. Ak such, we can 

conclude that the more dense the receptors, the greater, both the distanc~ and variation 

of materials (€1) that can be sensed. 

3.2 Noise 

The electrosensory systems of weakly electric fish are well known for their ability to 

detect weak electromagnetic signals, on the order of µV /cm in some spJcies [42]. This 

extreme sensitivity has been attributed to a multitude of receptor organ raracteristics 

such as continuous partial activation of Ca conductance, ribbon synapses, efficiency of 

transmitter release and the large convergence of receptor cells to afferknt fibers [53]. 
I 

High sensitivity, however, is only useful if accompanied by mechanisms to limit noise. 
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Figure 3.14: Model results - effect of field difference (E1 - E2 ) on error - (a) 
Magnitude of error in the distance estimate (Id - destl), as a function of difference in field 

magnitudes (E1 - E 2 ), generating the two electric images. (b) Same as (a), evaluate<l for 

three different mesh siZes, dS. 

The noise in the fish's electrosensory system is due to internal as well as external 

sources. Internal noise such as that arising from random fluctuations in melbrane 

potential and transmitter release can be canceled out by the convergence of [multi

ple receptor cells onto an afferent nerve fiber as well as multiple synaptic connections 
I 

between an individual cell and the fiber. On the other hand, as environmental noise 
I 

affects the signal itself, receptor convergence does nothing to filter out this type of noise. 

To this effect, we devise an algorithm based on our model (3.27) for the deletion 
I 

of objects in the presence of external environmental noise. This novel algorithm is 

based on repeated recordings of the radius of detection for two amplitudes of thelEOD. 

For each particular EOD amplitude, the variation in the recorded radii is due to the 

noise in the signal. Calculating the sample mean of the recorded radii allows us to 

formulate an equation solely based on the object-fish distance. 

We begin by assuming that the noise ~ is present at the location of the object cen

ter. That is; 
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3.2 Noise 

where the noise ~ is taken to come from a zero-mean distribution (one ilportant source 

of noise, a daphnia swarm, was found to produce band-limited GaussiJn noise [54]). 

Under this assumption our detectability disk is defined by all ordered lairs ( x, y) sat

isfying 

z lra3(!{z, E) + E)I 2 2 2 
( )

2/3 

T ~x+y+z. {3.29) 

On the fish surface, the boundary of this region is characterized by the stochastic radius 

{3.30) 

Supposing that the environmental noise E"'N{O, a 2), where the standard deviation a 

determines a measure of the maximum noise levels, the probability denLty function of 

R2 is 

1 3Tvr2 + z2 

aV'Fff 2zlra31 [ { 
2 [T(r2 + z2)3/2 _ ] 

2
} 

exp 2a2 zlra31 f {3.31) 

{
-1 [T(r2 + z2)3/2 ] 

2 
}] 

+exp 2a2 zlra31 + f ' 

where we have denoted J(z, E) = f for clarity. 

There are two ways by which our model can incorporate external noise. Each in

volves repeated recordings of the radius of detection for two particular ~ues of EOD 

amplitude, E1 and E2. For each recording, the EOD has the same magnitude {either 

E1 or E2) and the only variation in the radius is due to the noise in the signal. Let us 

denote by Rjk the k th recorded radius associated with E1, that is 

R~ = (zlra3(J(z, E1) + Ek)1)2/3 - 2 
']k T z for j = 1, 2. {3.32) 

Our first approach is to use the sample mean of the recorded radii to evaluate distance. 

In other words 

where R~ 
J 

f(,2 E2/3 _ f(,2 E2/3 
1 2 2 1 
E2/3 _ E2/3 

1 2 

1""' 2 - ~Rjk· 
n k 
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3. SINGLE PARAMETER SPATIOTEMPORAL MODEL 

We have denoted our estimate of the distance by 2. 

The second possible approach is to evaluate - based on our model - a sample esti

mate for distance zk, for each recording. A final, more precise, estimate of distlnce z, 
is then derived by taking the mean of the sample distances. Symbolically, 

z = {3.34) 

where Zk = 
R2 E2/3 _ R2 E2/3 

lk 2 2k 1 
E2/3 _ E2/3 

1 2 

In both cases above, we have assumed that the field is proportional to a separable 

function of E and z. 

Electric image width is encoded by a neuronal population in the early stages lf the 

electrosensory pathway. Our first approach requires only repeated recordings of the 

electric image profile, before downstream electrosensory networks extract inforlation 
I 

about object location. On the other hand, the second approach would require the use 

of downstream electrosensory networks for each recording. With no clear advlntage 

in accuracy or speed, we disregard the second possibility and adopt the first as ["the" 

approach used by the fish in extracting distance information in the presence of external 

noise. 

Our algorithm implicitly requires the object location to remain relatively stationary 

while repeated recordings are obtained. The high EOD frequency of wave-ty+ fish 

{15-1800 Hz; [55]) and increased EOD emission {80 Hz; [34]) of pulse-type fish inoicate 

that multiple recordings can be made in a very short time interval, within whidh the 

object can be expected to remain relatively stationary. 

3.2.1 Numerical Implementation 

Investigation of our model's performance in the presence of external noise~ begins with 

the assumption that ~,...,N(O, a 2
). As previously mentioned, the standard deviat~on a, 

I 

provides a measure of the level of maximum noise. Taking the maximum noise to be on 

the same order as the signal itself, (i.e. on the order of 1 m V /cm), we allow a to be as 
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Figure 3.15: Model performance in presence of N(O, a 2 ) noise - (a) Mean radius of 

400 sampled electric images generated by EOD amplitudes E1 = (0.9 + €) Jiv /cm (blue) 

and E2 = (0.75+€) mV/cm (black), where €"'N(O,a2). The noiseless radii f~r magnitudes 
I 

E 1 and E2 are depicted by the blue and black dashed lines, respectively. 'Fhe horizontal 
I 

axis (a) gives a measure of noise strength. Red horizontal bars represent a 953 confidence 

interval. (b) For each a the two radii in figure (a) are used along with equJtion (3.33) to 

generate an estimate z of the object distance. The two 953 CI in figure (J) are used to 

generate a 903 (Bonferroni) confidence interval for the estimate distance, lshown as red 

horizontal bars. Actual object distance was d = 7 cm, (dotted line). 

large as 1/3 m V /cm, ensuring that 99. 7% of the time~ E [-1 m V /cm, 1 m V /cm). One 

particular source of external electromagnetic noise, a Daphnia swarm, produces noise 

on the order 10-2 mV /cm, [54), deeming our noise levels more than adequlate. 

Figure 3.15a displays the detection disk radius in the presence of N(O, l.) noise. The 

means of 400 sampled radii at each of field strengths E1 = 0.9 m V / c~ (solid blue) 

and E2 = 0.75 mV /cm (solid black) are displayed along with a 95% conJdence interval 

(red) for each a value. The dotted blue and black curves designate the borresponding 

radii in the absence of electromagnetic noise. 

For each value of a, we have used equation (3.33) along with the means of the 400 
I 

sampled radii at the two field strengths to calculate an estimate of the object distance 
I 

z, (solid black line in figure 3.15b). The 95% confidence interval range oHhe two radii 
I 

have been used to calculate a 90% (Bonferroni) confidence interval for z. vVe can see 
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that for all but the strongest noise levels the actual distance is well within tJ confi

dence interval of our estimate. 

In the absence of noise, using equal parameter values, our estimate of distance is 

z = 6.9957 cm. This estimate is one order of magnitude more accurate thln the 

most accurate estimate in the presence of noise (z = 6.9792 cm at a = 1/12)J This 

result suggests that environmental noise, at any level, has a negative effect on diktance 

estimation. 
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Figure 3.16: CI width - Width of the 95% confidence intervals for the two radii R 1 

(blue) and R2 (black) offigure 3.15a. 

Figure 3.16 depicts the width of the 953 confidence intervals of the radii R(E1) (blue) 
I 

and R(E2) (black) presented in figure 3.15a. For a E [1/12, 0.2833] the confidence 

interval of R(E2) is consistantly wider than that for R(E1). Intuitively this is l1ear, 

as the noise is a larger percentage of the signal E2 + e than of E1 + e. For fi~h to 
I 

electrolocate effectively in noisy environments it is advantages to utilize larger EOD 

magnitudes. Large values of a cause the noise to mask the EOD signal. 

3.2.2 Stochastic Resonance 

Stochastic resonance (SR) is a mechanism by which a system embedded in a loisy 

environment can enhance its sensitivity to weak time-dependent signals. It has been 

suggested [56] that by the theory of stochastic resonance, signal detection can bJ im

proved in some fish species. 
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3.3 Localizfttion of Cube 

To study the role that SR plays in signal detection, 

tectability disk in the presence of noise: 

we begin by Jcalling the de-

( 
lra3 

(f(z, Eo) +~)I) 2 < 2 + 2 z T -z _x y. (3.35) 

In practice it may be reasonable to require the image radius to have some minimum 

value. But here, strictly speaking, a signal is detectable if the radiul of the disk is 

positive. That is 

( 
lra3 (f(z, E0 ) +~)I) 2 z T - z > 0. (3.36) 

Upon manipulation, we arrive at a minimum bound required for a signal to be de

tectable. 
Tz 

lf(z, Eo) +~I > iraal · (3.37) 

Stochastic resonance occurs if the signal-to-noise ratio of a non-linear system increases 

for moderate values of noise intensity. The intensity-response function bf electrorecep

tors is roughly linear [21, 57], suggesting that a small increase in the ibtensity of the 

input would solicit a small increase in the response of the electrorecepJors. The pres

ence of stochastic resonance is not supported in systems lacking a threJhold response. 

However, our depth perception mechanism, based on the threshold debendent region 

of detection, and our results above, clearly demonstrate the criteria nebessary for the 

existence of stochastic resonance. 

Our findings indicate that although the addition of external noise aids in the detection; 

it plays a counterproductive role in the localization of objects. These re~ults are in line 

with Russell et al. 's findings in that the addition of noise caused the paddlefish Polyodon 

spathula to broaden the spatial range for the detection of plankton Dap~nia, however, 

the capture rate of Daphnia did not increase with the addition of noisk compared to 

controls [56). 

3.3 Localization of Cube 

Behavioral experiments have shown that weakly electric fish perceive the distance of 

a cube to be less than that of a sphere when placed at the same distaJce to the fish 
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[12, 31, 34]. In this section we test our depth perception model against these tperi

mental results. 

We consider a dielectric cube of side length 2a and dielectric constant Ei, immersed 

in a media (water) of dielectric constant fe. Assuming a uniform electric field p~ior to 

the introduction of the dielectric cube, the perturbation to the potential measled at 

the field point Pe after the introduction of the cube is described by 

(3.38) 

where fq - f Pe is the directed distance from the field point Pe to the point q on the 

cube surface, S, (see Appendix B for derivation). As the integral in equation (3)38) is 

evaluated for q ranging over the entire surface S, it is clear that the potential lt any 

point exterior to S is dependent on the surface potential distribution. To this ehd we 

also require the expression 

(3.39) 

which describes the potential at the point qo on the surface of the cube, (see App[endix 

B for derivation). Equations (3.38) and (3.39) need to be approximated numerically. 

Numerical Methodology 

To simplify the algebra we orient our reference frame such that the center of the cube 

coincides with the origin and the electric field lies parallel with the applicate, k. Each 

face of the cube is partitioned into N 2 sub-squares, and the symmetries 

<I>(x, y, z) = <I>(±x, y, z) = <I>(x, ±y, z) = -<I>(x, y, -z) = <I>(y, x, z) C3.4o) 

are used to approximate the surface integral in equation (3.39), [58]; 
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3.3 Localizfition of Cube 

(3.41) 

the fish's skin surface, is defined. The surface is discretized in such a way that each 

sub-square has area 0.36 mm2. As such, each sub-square is expected to contain ap

proximately 3.24-5.4 electroreceptors organs [18]. The potential perturbation for each 

sub-square is calculated using equations (3.38) and (3.39). Those potenJials whose am

plitude fall below the threshold T are discarded. The remaining sub-sJuares combine 

to form the electric image of the cube, which we assume to be circular.I Subsequently, 

the radius of this electric image is calculated using r = ../A]i, where A is the sum of 

the areas of the remaining "active" sub-squares. Finally, the obtained rJdius is used in 

equation (3.27) to estimate the distance of the cube. 

Figure 3.17 shows the error in the perceived distance of both a sphere (red) and a 

cube (blue). In particular, the error associated with the sphere fluctuatJs around zero, 
I I 

while the error in the perceived distance of the cube is linearly correlated with the 

distance of the cube. Using linear regression, the correlation is found to follow 

error = z - z = 0.1033z - 0.6552. (3.42) 

This analysis indicates that when the center of the cube is around 6.343 cm to the 
I 

fish surface, the fish is capable of detecting the cube's actual location. However, when 
I 

the distance deviates from this value, the fish is prone to make a mistake. When 

the cube's distance is larger than 6.343 cm the fish perceives the cube to! be closer and 
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Figure 3.17: Cube localization error - Error in the percieved distance (z - z) of a 

cube (blue) and sphere (red) at different object-fish distances. We have kept all paramkter 

values the same with Ei = 2.25, Ee = 80.1, T = 10-4 mV /cm, E1 = 0.9 mV /cm hnd 

E2 = 0.75 mV /cm. The radius of the sphere and the half-width of the cube were set io 2 

cm. At z = 8 cm the electric image associated to the sphere for field strength E2 has Jero 

radius and so is not included in the diagram. 
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3r4 Conclusion 

when it is less than 6.343 cm the cube is perceived to be further than its ltual location. 

These results can be used to test the validity of our model. In comlaring the dis

tance of two dielectrics; a cube and sphere of the same size, located th~ same distance 
I 

to the fish, the fish should perceive the cube to be further than the sphere up until a 

particular object-fish distance {6.343 cm using our parameters). Whenl the object-fish 

distance is increased beyond this value the opposite should be observed, where the 

sphere is perceived to be further than the cube. 

3.4 Conclusion 

Our results show that active electrolocation, based on single parameter measurements, 

can be achieved if the temporal properties of the electric image are taken into account. 

Such a mechanism would require only a single, narrowly tuned topogr~phic neuronal 

map to accurately estimate distance. Our algorithm's performance ih localizing an 

object is independent of the object's size, material and distance. 

Our model is based on non-ideal electroreceptors. As with any physical system, weakly 

electric fish electroreceptors are not perfect. Non-ideal receptors partitibn the fish sur

face into two distinct regions; detectable and non-detectable. Comp,ing the size of 

the detectability region for two different magnitudes of the EOD allows us to formulate 

an equation, in which the only unknown is the object-fish distance. It ib worth noting 

that although we have chosen the receptor threshold as the value at rhich the fish 

surface is partitioned, our model would also work with any other value. As such, we 

can always choose the threshold at a level to ensure that the size of thle "detectable" 

region is limited to the surface of the fish. 

There are three major assumptions that are made by our model. Tlie first is that 

the field is uniform prior to the introduction of the object. Alhough ~he near field, 

where electrolocation takes place, is highly complicated, in the vicinit~ of small ob

jects, we can assume the field to be uniform. Furthermore, it can be ~hown that in 

addition to a dipole moment, a non-uniform field induces higher order ~ulti-pole per-
1 

turbations which attenuate with distance from the object more rapidly than the dipole 
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perturbation. A second assumption in the model is that the perturbations at tL skin 

are not affected by the presence of the fish. We have shown that a resistive fiJh skin 

will scale the potential perturbation but will not introduce any nonlinearity iJto the 

system. Depending on the relative permittivity of the skin, this perturbation ma~ need 

to be taken into account, however, the mechanism described in this chapter, ahd the 

results shown, remain valid. 

Finally, we have assumed that objects to be localized are spherical. Earlier we noted 

that the fish's main prey, the Daphnia Magna is roughly spherical. Also, the perturba

tion of the electric field due to small or distant non-spherical objects converges tb that 

of a spherical object. This property is reflected in the Laplace equation whicJ links 

the electric potential to the charge distribution and is used to model the field J
1

ertur

bation by a dielectric object. Figure 3.2b demonstrates how at far enough distances 

the contours of the electric image of a cube resemble those of a sphere. A spJerical 

representation of distant objects is a good approximation. l 
Objects, whose relative permittivity is close to that of the surrounding media, r main 

invisible to non-ideal receptors, characterizing an invisible permittivity spectruml The 

range of permittivities that comprise this spectrum depend on the object's disiance, 

the strength of the electric field and the receptor's sensitivity threshold. An inJrease 

in the object's distance tends to increase the range of this spectrum, thereby in ~ffect, 
de-cluttering the electric image. Increases in both field strength and receptor sensi~ivity 
have the opposite effect; decreasing the spectrum range. 

We have chosen to model the field such that it is oriented perpendicular to the fish 

surface. Such fields appear predominantly in the rostral region, where receptoJs are 

more dense. Our model has shown that receptor density is positively correlated! with 

the distance at which objects can be localized and negatively correlated with the invis

ible permittivity spectrum. In other words, the more dense the receptors, the g+ater 

the distance that can be determined and the more varied the relative permittivity of 

material that can be localized. 
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1

4 Conclusion 

We have devised an algorithm, based on repeated recordings of the elytric image ra

dius, for localization of objects in the presence of environmental electromagnetic noise. 
I 

Our algorithm relies primarily on neuronal population codes in the early stages of the 
I electrosensory pathway. Downstream electrosensory networks are employed only to ex-

tract the final information about the object location. We have shown t~at noise at any 

level has a negative effect, and that greater EOD magnitudes facilitate ielectrolocation 

in noisy environments. Our model provides the threshold dependent ph~siological basis 

on which stochastic resonance can be employed. Our results are in lide with Russell 

et al.'s (1999) findings in that the addition of noise can facilitate the dJtection of sub

threshold signals, but does not aid in their localization. 

The validity of our spatiotemporal model can be corroborated by our wrrk in predict

ing the distance of a cube. Our model predicts that a fish presented with a dielectric 

cube and a sphere of equal lateral distance would perceive the cube to bl closer if both 

objects are near and further if the two objects are far. A behavioral expbriment in line 

with von der Emde's experiment [31] could be conducted to test these r~sults. 
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4 

Receptor Arrays: An Inver~e 

Problem Approach to Depth 

Perception 

Past studies of depth perception have focused on extracting location information from 
I 

sets of electric image features [9, 12, 31, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41], (chapter 3). In this chapter, 

we take a completely different approach to the problem of depth percepLon by consid

ering the information that is available at a single receptor. By treatiJg the problem 

as an inverse problem, we show that distance information can completily be encoded 

within the amplitude of the electric image measured at four or fewer reckptor locations 

on the fish surface. We present a mechanism, by way of choosing an arrly of receptors, 

by which this information can be unambiguously extracted. Our chdice of array is 

independent of the object size, its electric contrast, the EOD's variation f n time and its 

magnitude. We propose that the fish's probing movements, observed du.ring electrolo

cation tasks could serve to identify such suitable receptors and/or verify ~he assessment 

made from one such array. Our approach provides a lower bound on the information 

that is necessary for the fish to unambiguously decode the location of ah object. 

Our choice of receptors is one which could unambiguously extract tL relevant in

formation. Given the high electroreceptor density (9-15 organs/mm2 oJ the head and 

0.6-3.4 organs/mm2 on the trunk [18]) over the fish skin surface, the ex+ence of other 

arrays having similar properties is highly probable. The distribution of electroreceptors 
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on the surface of the body provides a spatial array of receptors intrinsically capLle of 

representing stimulus location [53]. The receptors contact primary afferent fibe~ls that 

terminate on neuronal maps in the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL). The neurons 

comprising these maps have preferred locations for which they respond maximallJ, with 

their activity decreasing for other locations. Hence, the neural responses of thk ELL 

maps are described by bell-shaped tuning curves. Amplitude of the electric iJage is 

more accurately encoded by neurons encompassing wider tuning curves [28]. AJtivity 
I 

of each neuron in each of the ELL maps reflects the aggregate response of severa~ elec-

troreceptor organs in a small region on the surface. Partitioning the fish surfa+ into 

small regions, the high density of receptors ensures that each region is represented by 

neuronal activity within the ELL maps. 

We begin this chapter with an overview of the model, defining regions of receptor 

ambiguity and array ambiguity. We apply our methodology to analytically eltract 

distance information for objects placed in fields perpendicular, parallel and gen~rally 
oriented to the fish surface. In every case, it is shown that amplitude informatiod from 

at most four locations is necessary to localize an object. Next, we study the effebts of 

electromagnetic noise. It is found that external noise does not mask location inft.rma

tion, but rather information regarding the size and electric contrast of objects. Lastly, 

we consider the case where the receptors are non-ideal. 

4.1 Model 

Motivation 

To date, several depth perception mechanisms have been proposed. Each has foeused 

on extracting location information from sets of electric image features. Whereas elrlier 

studies have relied on extracting location information from sets of electric imag~ pa

rameters [9, 12, 31, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41), we have thus far concentrated on a single ibage 

parameter measured at two points in time (chapter 3). Now that we have been I able 

to show that localization can be achieved using a single image parameter, we ask what 

the minimum amount of information required to achieve this task would be. 
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4.1 Model 

Model Outline 

To answer this question we look at the information (amplitude of EOD perturbation) 

at a single receptor. If we know the perturbation is due to a spherical[ dielectric with 

unknown size and relative permittivity, where could the object be located? Identifying 
I 

all such locations we define the receptor's ambiguity region. As can be imagined, a 

receptor's ambiguity region is large; consisting of an infinite number of points. 

To narrow down the location possibilities, we consider the ambiguity regions of multi

ple receptors. For an array of receptors, the set of locations common tb each member 
I 

receptor's ambiguity region constitute the array's ambiguity region. Expectedly, the 

ambiguity region of an array of receptors is far smaller than that of a lingle receptor. 

Further, the actual location of the object is guaranteed to be in the set bf any array as 

it is in the ambiguity region of all receptors. 

Our task then is the identification of an array whose ambiguity region consists of 
I 

only one point; the actual object location. Such an array needs to be independent of 

the object size and relative permittivity. The minimum number of receJtors that form 

such an array provide the lower bound on the information that is neceskary for object 

localization. 

4.1.1 Assumptions 

Our model makes three key assumptions that need to be addressed. First, we have 

based our model on the localization of a dielectric sphere which we aslume is placed 

within a uniform electric field. Also, we have assumed that the presebce of the fish 

itself does not affect the electric image. These assumptions are similar ~o those made 

and justified in chapter 3. We will briefly state some of the key points here, but direct 

the reader to chapter 3 for the full rationalization. 

Object Geometry 

Foremost, the geometry of electric fish's main prey, the Daphnia Magna is roughly 

spherical. Second, as the size of a non-spherical object is reduced or i~s distance in

creased the perturbation of the electric field due to the object, and heJce its electric 
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image, converges to that produced by a spherical object. This property is ref!Jted in 

the Laplace equation, which is used to accurately simulate the electric image bf any 

dielectric object from a boundary value problem. 

Field Uniformity 

The perturbation of a uniform field by a dielectric sphere is in the form of a ldipole 

potential. The actual fish electric organ discharge (EOD) resembles an elongated dipole. 

However, a non-uniform field induces higher order multi-pole perturbations as tell as 

the dipole perturbation. As multi-poles attenuate with distance more rapidly than the 

dipole perturbation, the non-uniformity of the field is of little significance, esplcially 

for small objects .. 

Fish Effect 

Though the resistivity of the fish skin will change the magnitude of the perturH\ation, 

it does not introduce non-linearity, where we may have multiple field magnitudes pro

ducing the same perturbation. As such it does not affect our findings in this ch~pter, 
and we may assume the fish has no effect on the field perturbation. 

4.1.2 Ambiguity 

Consider the case where the electric field, E(·), over the whole domain, is given by that 

at the location of the object's center, Xo, prior to its placement there. The potfntial 

perturbation, 8<1>, measured at x due to the introduction of a linear, homogeneous, 

isotropic sphere of radius a, is 

.\;f,.( ) = ra3E(xo). (x - Xo) 
U':I:' X,Xo Ix - Xol3 ' (4.1) 

where r is the electrical contrast. The electric contrast is dependent on the temporal 

nature of the field: 

Ei-Ee 
Ei+2ce 

Pe-Pi +'tWPePi Ei-Ee 
Pe+2Pi +iWPePi(ci+2ce 

Static Field 

Oscillating Field [32] 

where p is the resistivity, t the absolute permittivity and w the angular frequency of 
I 

the unperturbed field. The subscripts i and e identify the variables as being interior or 

exterior to the spherical object, respectively. 
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4.1 Model 

Aside from distance, other unknown object properties appearing in equation (4.1) are 

the electric contrast r, object size a, and field magnitude measured lt the object's 

center E(x0 ). For clarity let us combine these unknown properties uhder the single 

entity r. That is, we let r = ra3 . Then the perturbation can be represinted by 

Receptor Ambiguity 

r;f,.( ) = rE(xo) · (x - x0 ) 

U'.l' x, Xo, T I 13 
X-Xo 

(4.2) 

A point XA in space is said to be a point of ambiguity for a receptor located at x, 

if the perturbation of the electric field measured at the receptor, by al sphere having 

property er centered at XA is identical to one having property T centered at x 0 , where 

the multiplication factor c E R Symbolically, the point XA is a point Jf ambiguity of 

a receptor located at x if 

8<I>(x, x0 , r) = 8<I>(x, XA, er). (4.3) 

By orienting the Cartesian reference frame such that the origin coincides with the 
- I 

sphere's center x 0 , and such that the applicate vector, k, lies parallel with E, (see 

figure 4.1) the ambiguity criteria (4.3) is simplified to 

z z-w 
(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2 = c ((x - u)2 + (y - v)2 + (z - w)2)3/2' (4.4) 

where we have let x = (x, y, z) and XA = (u, v, w) be the Cartesian coordinates of the 

receptor and point of ambiguity, respectively. 

Having defined the condition necessary for ambiguity, we would now like to identify all 

points which satisfy this condition. That is, we would like to find the a~biguity region 

of a receptor x. Let us denote 

(4.5) 

and 

R~c = V~c(z - w) 2 - (z - w) 2
. (4.6) 
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Figure 4.1: R fi 

1 
. e erence f 

re at1on to th . rame set . e object d up - One t · 
the sphere and th an electric field Th n ation of the Cart . e ap r · e or· · . es1an f 
perturbation f p icate is set to al· . igm IS chosen to c . . re erence frame i o a unifo ign with th omc1de w'th I n 
equation. In th' . rm field caused b . e unperturbed el . I the center of 
whe . is settmg the d' . y a dielectric h . ectnc field. F' d' 

n usmg spherical co d' imens1on of the L 1 sp ere mvolves sol . m mgl the or mates. ap ace equation . vmg the La~lac is reduced b I e y one degree 

The dom . am of ambiguit 
equation ( 4 4) S y '.D, of receptor x . d . . ymbolically , is efined as th 

, e set of all . 
'.D = { pomts satisfyin 

(u,v,w) E JR3. ( g . x - u)2 + ( 
where '.D . y- v)

2 

= R2 we IS the <lorn . we• and w E '.D } 
am of the we z-com ' p~:ment of th e ambig "t m Y space. 

(4.7) 

Equation (4 4) . · impo of the . ses certain rel . multiplication fact ations between w d or c ( an z h" , see table 4 1) w ich depe d . . Taking these relat· . n on the value 
ions mto account, we 
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define the domain '.Dwc, of w by: 

{ 

[z - V'Kc,z), 
'.Dwc = {O}, 

(z,z+ ~], 

if CZ> 0, 

if z = 0, 

if CZ< 0. 

4.1 Model 

Closer analysis of the domain '.D reveals that for any multiplication factor c E JR, 

and particular value w' E '.Dwc, the ambiguity region of a receptor lockted at (x, y, z) 

consists .of a circle in the w'-plane centered at (x, y) with radius Rw'c' ~see figure 4.2). 

I 

The radius R-wc is zero on 8'.Dwc, namely, when w = z, z ± V'Kc, and follows a con-

tinuous arc for other interior values. Hence, for any fixed c E JR, the abbiguity region 

consists of an ovoidal surface which we term the ambiguity surface. 

In theory, although the receptor itself is not on the ambiguity surface, the distance 

from the receptor to a point on the surface could be made infinites~mally small by 

choosing the point appropriately (see figure 4.3a). In principle, howev~r, the distance 

from the receptor to any point on the ambiguity surface must be larger :than the radius 

of the sphere associated to that particular surface. Without loss of generality we accept 

the larger theoretical surface, as the surface of ambiguity (for, if these ldrger surfaces of 

different receptors fail to co-intersect then so do the smaller actual surfJces, see below). 

As c is varied, successive ambiguity surfaces envelope one another, (fiJre 4.3b), com'. 

bining to form a solid ambiguity region. 

Array Ambiguity 

Sharing of information from multiple electroreceptors allows fish to make more precise 

inferences about the location of objects. 

Given an array of N receptors, a point, XA, in space is said to be a point of ambi

guity of the array, if XA is a point of ambiguity of each receptor wi,hin the array. 

That is, for a given multiplication factor c E JR, XA is a point of intersection of all N 

ambiguity surfaces. We emphasize that c must be the same for all recbptors, i.e. the 
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z 

x / 
x = (x,y,z) 

Receptor 

Figure 4.2: Ambiguity region schematic - Ambiguity surface features; fixed multi

plication factor c. For receptor x = (x, y, z) and fixed w' E '.Dw the surface consists ~fa 
circle of radius Rw',c centered at (x, y) on the w'-plane. Several such circles are showJ for 

different w E '.Dw. Bold red line shows radius of ambiguity Rw,c for fixed c and w E '.Dl. 

..........._ ....... .,,...._. ......... . 
-......---.-3 ..... l&"'fli"-

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3: Receptor ambiguous surface - (a) Ambiguity surface of receptor x = 
(0, 0, -5) for fixed multiplication factor c = 2. Black filled circle indicates the position 

of the receptor. This point is not a point on the surface.(b) Two ambiguity surfaces of 

receptor x = (0, 0, -5) for multiplication factor c = 2 (black) and c = 3 (blue). As c is 

varied continuously in JR+ the ambiguity surfaces envelope one another, combining to folim 

a solid ambiguity region. 
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4.1 Model 

fish requires consistency between receptors. 

It is trivial to show that when c = 1 the origin is a point of ambiguity for any re

ceptor array. This is simply due to the fact that the point ( u, v, w) I= ( 0, 0, 0) is a 

solution of equation (4.4) for c = 1. An array that has a single point, i.e. the origin, in 

its ambiguity region is fully capable of disambiguating location inforJation. We aim 

to show that for any electric field, such an array can always be found. 

4.1.3 Results 

We consider electric fields of varying direction, measured at the position of the sphere's 

center, prior to its placement there. It is shown that for any multiblication factor 
I 

c E JR+, ( c # 1) and electric field E, an array of receptors whose ambiguity regions 

do not co-intersect can always be found. The case of c E JR- follows ~dentically and 

is not included. Furthermore, we show that for c = 1, the ambiguitt surface of all 

receptors must include the actual position of the object. The presence! of such arrays 

provides a lower bound on the information necessary to localize an object and suggests 

a mechanism by which the fish could in theory distinguish the location of objects. 

\\\\~ (ff~~~~~Jd 
~\\\\f fff,40uad//..:Y' 
-..... """"J: ~ r n e ~ ~\ ~----

Figure 4.4: EOD cycle - Time domain representation of the EOD cycle, showing the 

direction of the electric field vector at several points in the mid-plane. At e~ch point, the 

initial EOD phase is drawn as a vector, and for subsequent times, just ttle tip of each 

vector is traced. (From [44], with permission) 

Perpendicular Field 

Suppose the electric field E, measured at the sphere's center, prior to its placement 

there, to be perpendicular to the surface of the fish. Such perpendicllar fields are 

of most significance, as they appear in the rostral region of the fish (fig. 4.4), where 
I 

electroreceptor organs are most dense. With the reference frame oriented such that the 
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sphere's center coincides with the origin, and such that the applicate vector, k, lies in 

parallel with E, the z-coordinate of all receptors on the skin surface is identical. 

In total we consider an array of four receptors '.R;, (j = 1, ... , 4). The first rieptor 

~1 is chosen to be at the point closest to the sphere. Such a receptor can be identified 

as one where the amplitude of the perturbation is measured to be greatest. That is, the 

line joining the sphere's center with ~1 has direction vector parallel to the fish surface 

normal {see figure 4.5). The following two receptors '.R;=2,3 are chosen such thlat the 

line joining them also passes through ~1· In other words, ~i, ~2, and ~3 are collinear. 

As the x- and y-directions in our reference frame are chosen arbitrarily, for sim~licity, 
we may choose the ordinate (y-coordinate) of our reference framce to lie in thJ same 

I 

direction as the direction vector of the line joining the three receptors. Chosen in this 

manner, the receptors have Cartesian coordinates 

~1 = (0, 0, z) and ~j=2,3 = (0, Yi, z). 

As all points on the fish surface have the same z-coordinate, without loss of generality 

we may assume z < 0. Denoting receptor j's domain of ambigity by 'D;, we haj 

i)l= (u,v,w)ER3 :u2+v =z2 -(z-w)2, 
{ 

2 a c2 ( z - w )2 

z2 (4.8) 

and w E (z, z + [ziv'C]} and 

{ 

3 2 2 2 2 a c2(z - w)2 2 
i)j=2,3 = (u, v, w) ER : u + (Yj - v) = (Yj + z ) z2 - (z - w) , 

andw E (z,z+ • c2(yJz~z2)3 ]} 
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Noting that, 

:D1 n :D;=2,3 = { (u;, v;, w;) E JR3 : 

.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-

u; = ± z2(c(z~w;)r3 -(z-w;)2-1 [1-(c(4~w;)rr 

either 

v;= ~ [1-(c(z~w;)r
3

] andw;E(z,z+lzh,/C]}, 

Y2 = Y3 

3 c2(z - w ·)2 
-----"--) - = 1 

z2 

~2 = ~3 (trivial) or 

lzl 
W2 = W3 = z+-. 

c 

(4.9) 

( 4.10) 

We have discarded the solution Wj = z - ~, as ( z - ~) < z and hence not in the 

domain (z, z + lzly'C ]. Furthermore, (z + ~) E (z, z + lzly'C J only for L1ues of c;::: 1. 

For the non-trivial case, 

Finally, we would like to choose the fourth receptor ~4 = ( x, y, z) such that 

n'.D. = {{0} 
. J {O} 

J 
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Points in ni n n4 have the form 

'.01 n '.04 = { (u4, v4, w4) E IR3 
: 

u4 = ~ [ 1 _ ( c(z ~ w4)) 

2

1
3

] 

± ~ x2 ! y2 [zi("(z ~ W4)r - (z -W4)2]- [1- (°(z ~ wl)rr 

v4 = ~ [ 1 _ ( c(z ~ W4) f] 
±~ x2!y2 Hc(z~w4)r-(z-w4)2J-[i-(c(z~w4orr 

and 

W4 E (z,z + lzlJC]} · 

(4.13) 

For c > 1 the points ( ±~Jc2 - 1, 0, z + ~) E ni n n4 only if x = 0. That is, 

only if the receptor ::R4 is collinear with the other three receptors. And, for J = 1, 

(±~Jc2 - l,0,z+ ~) = (0,0,0) E ni nn4. Hence, by choosing ::R4 anywherd away 

from the line joining the three other receptors, we can ensure nn j satisfies c~iteria 
I 

(4.12). In conclusion, an array of four receptors chosen in this manner can fully disam-

biguate the location of a dielectric object. 

General Field 

We now consider an electric field E whose orientation relative to the surface of the 

fish is given in some general direction. We take the same approach as in the c~e of 

perpendicular fields. That is, we find three receptors and their commmon poihts of 

ambiguity, then show that (with the exception of the origin for c = 1) there is aJ least 

one other receptor whose ambiguity region does not contain those points. 

Suppose in a reference frame where the applicate is in the direction of the fiel<ll and 

the origin is at the center of the sphere (figure 4.8), the unit normal vector to tJe fish 
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{ Actual Object 

11 \ ·u < Position 

~ 

Figure 4.5: Array arrangement in perpendicular field - Unambiguous array in 

perpendicular field. When the field is perpendicular to the fish surface, the1 Cartesian co

ordinate system (X, Y, Z), is chosen such that the origin is at the sphere's 6enter and the 

Z-direction is in the direction of the field. The X- and Y-directions are choJen arbitrarily. 

Four receptors having coordinate (0,0,z), (O,y2,3 ,z) and (x,y,z) constitute Ian unambigu

ous array; where y2 =/:- y3 , x =f:. 0 and z is the distance from the center of the sphere to the 

fish surface. 
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An.Wgultrs.dKw&TMhlnt~ 
A,•!1.3.•• R,·!I.•.•• R,·11.z.•• ., .. c .... -<1 

111.tdptltdo•F.a.rc•U 

Figure 4.6: Multi-receptor ambiguity surfaces and intersection - Ambiguity sur

faces of receptors in perpendicular field and their intersection. Four receptors {small lled 

circles) and their corresponding ambiguity surfaces evaluated for multiplication fJctor 

c = 1.2. Bold red line indicates intersection of ambiguity surfaces of '.R2,3,4 with lhat 

of '.R1. Large filled circle in center indicates actual position of sphere. 

Figure 4. 7: Intersection highlight - Highlight of the intersections depicted in figure 

4.6. Bold red line indicates intersection of ambiguity surfaces of '.R2,3,4 with that of :'.R1. 

Small filled circles indicate the position of the receptors and large filled circle (arrow) in 
I 

center the position of the sphere. Areas within each disk are filled to elucidate orientation. 
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z 

Figure 4.8: General field set-up - Object-fish orientation in a generally directed field. 

In a reference frame where the applicate is in the direction of the field and the origin is at 

the center of the sphere, the unit normal vector to the fish surface is given ~y n. 

I 
surface has coordinates n = (nx, ny, nz). If p = (Px,Py,Pz) is any point on the fish 

surface, then the surface is defined by the equation 

(4.14) 

Let p0 = (x 0 , y0 , z0 ) be the point on the fish surface closest to the object. That is, the 

surface-perpendicular line passing through the origin intersects the fisJ surface plane 

at Po· Then Po has coordinates 

Xo = (pxnx + Pyny + Pznz)nx, 

Yo = (pxnx + Pyny + Pznz)ny and 

Zo = (pxnx + Pyny + Pznz)nz. 

We choose the first receptor '.R1 at p0 • Then defining the line£ by 

£ : (x, y, z) = (xo, y0 , z0 ) + t(ny, -nx, 0), 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

the second and third receptor can be chosen anywhere on£. Receptors chosen in this 

manner have Cartesian coordinates 

(4.17) 
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Notice that the receptors have identical z-coordinates. This condition, thoulh not 

necessary, allows us to explicitly define the array's ambiguity regions. Without I loss of 

generality we again assume z0 < 0. Then for each receptor defined above, the domain 

of ambiguity is 

'.D1 = { (ui, vi, w1) E R3 : (xo - ui)2 +(Yo - v1)2 = R!,c 

and W1 E ( Z0 , Z0 + yQi} ]} and 

'.D;~2,3 = { (u;, v;, w;) E R3 : (xo + t;ny - u;)2 +(Yo - t;nx - v;)2 = R~;c 

( 4!(;)]} and Wj E Zo, Zo + V K,~J' , 

(4.18) 

where ,,.,~j) and R~.c are defined as in equations (4.5) and (4.6) for each re<!:eptor, 
J 

j = 1, 2, 3. 

We begin by considering '.D 1 n '.Dj=2,3· For clarity, we denote 

A= (z0 - Wj) 2 and 

c2 (z0 - Wj) 2 

z~ 

Beginning with the z-component, note that by equation (4.15) since 

it must be that 

4 (j=2,3) _ 4 c2 
( x~ + Y~ + z~ + t](ni + n~) + 2tj(x0 ny - y0 nx)) 

3 

K.c - z2 
0 

4 c2 (x2 + y2 + z2 +·t~(n2 + n2))3 
0 0 0 J x y 

c2 (x~ + y~ + z~)3 = yQi}. 
z~ 
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( 

4 c2(x2+y2+z2)3 ] Hence if Wj E '.D1 n'.Dj=2,3, then Wj E Zo, Zo + Q 4 Q • Next, solving for the 

x- and y-components, we find 

'.D1 n '.D;~2,a = { (u;, v;, w;) E JR3 : 

tjny ( B) nx(xonx + Yony) 
Uj = -2- 1 - + n2 + n2 

x y 

± nx 4 [B (x2 + y2 + z2) - A] - t~(B - i)2, 
2 n2 + n2 o o o 1 

x y 

ny 0 2 2 v· = -u· +-(n +n )(B-1) and 1 nx 1 2nx x Y 

( 

4 c
2 (x~ + y~ + z~)3 ] } Wj E Z0 , Z0 + 2 • 

Zo 

(4.22) 

We now turn our attention to the ambiguity region of the array consisting of all 

three receptors. In other words, '.D1 n :D2 n '.D3. Using the argument tJat if the point 

I 
( u, v, w) E '.D1 n '.D2 n '.D3 then it must be in both '.D1 n '.D2 and '.D1 n '.D3. We set u2 = U3 

and v2 = v3 to arrive at, 

(n; + n~)(B - l)(t3 - t2) = 2ny(u2 - u3), 

=0. 
(4.23) 

This equation has two solutions; 

c2(z - w ·)2 
0 J = 1 

z2 
0 

( 4.24) 
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The first solution is trivial and is not considered. Let us assume B = 1. Then 

:D1 n :D2 n :Da = { (u, v, w) E JR3 : 

nx (xonx + Yony) 
u = 2 2 ± nx 

nx +ny 

ny (x0 nx + Yony) 
v = 2 2 ± ny 

nx +ny 

W = Zo ± J~J} 

1 [ 2 2 2 ( 1 )] 2 2 Xo + Yo + Zo 1 - 2 
nx + ny c 

1 [ 2 2 2 ( 1 )] 2 2 Xo + Yo + Zo 1 - 2 
nx + ny c 

(4.25) 

Notice that the array's ambiguity points do not depend on the location of :R2 and :R3 on£. 

In other words, the points in the set (4.25) are independent of t2 and t3 . 

The set '.D1 n '.D2 n '.D3 consists of eight points. We now find the set of all receptor 

locations on the fish surface whose ambiguity regions contain at least one of thesJ eight 

points. If this set of receptors does not consist of the entire fish surface, then Je can 

conclude that there are receptors :R4 whose ambiguity regions do not contain 1ny of 

the points in (4.25), and hence, nj'.Dj satisfies equation (4.12). 

For each ambiguity point (uj, Vj, Wj), (j = 1, ... , 8) in (4.25), the points (x, y, z) satis

fying 

(x - Uj)
2 + (y - Vj) 2 = (x2 + y2 + z2 )B - A and 

(pxnx + Pyny + Pznz) - (xnx + yny) 
Z= ' 

nz 

(4.26) 

define the set of points on the fish surface whose ambiguity region contains (uj, Vj, Wj)· 

Here A and B are defined as in equation ( 4.19). 

We note that equations (4.26) define curves on the fish surface plane (4.14). These 

curves do not form a dense subset of the plane. Hence points on the fish plan~ can 

be found which do not belong to these curves. Any such point can be chosen fJr the 

location of our fourth receptor, :R4. An example is demonstrated in figure 4.9. 
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4.1 Model 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.9: Ambiguity curves - general electric field - (a) Ambiguity curves (blue) 

of three collinear receptors (black stars) in a general electriC field. The receptors are aligned 

on a line of constant height (red). The location of the center of the sphere i~ represented 

by the black circle. Ambiguity curves described by equations (4.26) do not ~orm a dense 

subset of the fish plane. Choosing a fourth receptor anywhere on the plane Jd not on the 
I 

ambiguity curves will allow the four receptors to disambiguate the location of tihe sphere.(b) 
Another view of the fish surface plane. 
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Parallel Field 

Finally, we consider the case where the electric field E at the object's center, prior to 

its placement there, to be parallel to the surface of the fish. Such fields are o~ least 

significance, as they only appear in the caudal portion of the fish where electrorecleptors 

are least dense (figure 4.4) .. 

Consider three collinear receptors, ~j, (j = 1, 2, 3) aligned in parallel to the elec

tric field E. Suppose the line segment joining ~1 and the origin is perpendicJlar to 

the field, (see figure 4.10). In the defined coordinate system, such receptors ha~e co

ordinates (x, y, 0), (x, y, z2) and (x, y, z3) respectively. For each receptor ~j, dlfined 

Dielectric 
Sphere 

Fish Surface 

Figure 4.10: Parallel field schematic - Three collinear receptors ~1 ,2 , 3 , where one 

receptor ~1 , is located on the XY-plane. The line segment joining the receptors is parlllel 

to the electric field, E. Receptors positioned in this manner, where ~2 and ~3 are bot~ on 

the same side of ~i, do not have any common points of ambiguity. 

above, the domain of ambiguity is 

'.D1 (fi.27) 

'.Dj=2,3 

Notice, that the domain of ambiguity of ~1 is simply the entire horizontal XY-plane 

excluding the position of the receptor. A point ( u, v, w) in space is an ambiguous ~oint 
of the array {~J} only if (u,v,w) E n'.Dj Vj. 
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4.2 Noise 

Noting, 

'.Din '.Dj=2,3 = { (u, v, w) E JR3 : w = 0 and (x - u)2 + (y - v)2 = c213(x2 + y2) + zj(c213 - 1)}, 

it is clear that, 

{(u,v,w) E JR3 : w = 0, and 

(x - u)2 + (y - v)2 = c213 (x2 + y2
) + z~(c213 - 1) and 

(x - u)2 + (y - v)2 = c2/3(x2 + y2) + z~(c2/3 - 1)}. (4.28) 

Equation (4.28) simply states that any point of ambiguity (u, v, w), if it exist, must be 

located at the intersection of two circles on the XY-plane centered at (x, y). 

Clearly, two such circles either overlap completely (Rw2c = Rw3 c) or not at all (Rw2 c =I 
Rw3 c)· The former is satisfied only if z2 = ±z3. In other words, when either, the recep

tors coincide (~2 = ~3; trivial), or when they are on opposite sides, aJ equal distant 

apart from ~i, as in figure 4.11. 

In short an array of at least three collinear electroreceptors aligned in parallel with the 
I 

uniform electric field could allow the fish to unambiguously locate a dielectric sphere. 
I 

It is required that one receptor be positioned on the XY-plane and not bisect the line 

segment connecting the other two receptors (see figure 4.10 or 4.12). 

4.2 Noise 

We now turn our attention to the effects of electromagnetic noise arising from external 

environmental sources. We explore whether an array can be devised to uhambiguously 

locate a dielectric object in the presence of such noise. We limit our stud~ of the effects 

of noise to the most pertinent of cases, that is, to perpendicular fields. 

The addition of noise e to the self-generated electric field can effect b©th the mag

nitude and the direction of the field at the object center. To simplify th~ problem we 

only consider noise in the z-component. That is, we suppose that the add~tion of noise 

to the self-generated field results in the field E = [O, 0, E0 + eJ at the dbject center; 

where the Cartesian reference frame has been defined so that the applica~e vector lies 
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' ' 

~:--~~; R_2 ..,.....Y _ _,.) 

x _____________ ::::~~~1~: 
t 
'R3 

Figure 4.11: Ambiguous array - parallel field - If the receptor positioned on the XY

plane bisects the line segment joining the other two receptors, then the ambiguity rekion 

of the array consists of a circle of radius r = Jc2 (x2 + y2 ) + z~(c2 - 1) on the XY-pl~ne, 
centered at (x, y, 0). 

) 

Figure 4.12: Unambiguous array - parallel field - If the receptor positioned on the 

XY-plane does not bisect the line segment joining the other two receptors, then the tliree 

receptors do not share a common ambiguity region. The ambiguity region of the arra~ is 
the empty set. 
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in parallel with the field and the origin coincides with the object centL 

object placed in such a field would result in the perturbation 

b"<Pe(x) = T (E0 + ~) z , 
(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2 

4.2 Noise 

A dielectric 

(4.29) 

measured at x = (x, y, z). Points of ambiguity are those where a dielectric object of 
I 

property cT, placed there, would produce the same perturbation at x. Mathematically, 

the set of points (u, v, w) E R3 satisfying 

CTE0 (z - w) 
(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2 ((x - u)2 + (y - v)2 + (z - w)2)3/2 

(4.30) 

define the region of ambiguity for the receptor x. 

To identify an array of receptors capable of disambiguating object distance, we take a 

similar approach as the case in the absence of noise. Let us consider thr~e collinear re

ceptors ~j, where the first receptor is chosen at the point closest to the dbject, namely 

(0, 0, z). As the x- and y-directions in our reference frame can be choJen arbitrarily, 

we set them such that for ~j=2,3 = (0, Yj, z). The domain of ambiguily '.D for each 

receptor ~' is now defined by 

'.D1 = (u,v,w) E R3 : u2 + v2 = z2 - (z -w)2, 
{ 

3 Ec2(z - w)2 
z2 (4.31) 

and w E '.D(l)} and WC 

{ 
3 2 2 2 2 3 Ec2 (z - w)2 

2 '.Dj=2,3 = (u, v, w) ER : u + (Yj - v) = (Yj + z ) z2 - (z - w) , 

and w E '.D(j)} 
WC ' 

- ( E )2 where E = ~ and 

if CZ< 0, 
(4.32) 

if CZ> 0. 

Equation ( 4.32) was derived by assuming E0 > 0 and l~I < E0 and tahlng equation 

( 4.30) into consideration. The term Kc in equation ( 4.32) is that given by equation 
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(4.5). It is worth mentioning that when considering the intersection of the amjiguity 

domains, '.D~J C '.D~J, as K;~l) < K;~j). 

For clarity let \} Ec
2 <;;w>2 

=A. Then for j = 2, 3, the set 1'1 n '.Dj is defined by 

'.D1 n '.D; = { (u;, v;, w;) E JR3 
: 

u; = ±J~z2_A ___ (_z ___ w_

1

_· )-
2 

-_-Y_1_(_1 ___ A_)_
2

, 

y· 
Vj = ~ (1 - A) and 

w. E { (z, z + lzl t1&21 if CZ < 0, } . 

J [ z - I z I ij&2' z) if CZ > 0 

It is easy to see that a point (u, v, w) E '.D1 n '.D2 n '.D3 if and only if 

Assuming the latter, 

Y2 = Y3 ==} :R2 = :R3 (trivial) or 

Ec2(z - w·)2 ____ J_=l 
z2 

lzl 
W2 = W3 = Z + --. w 

(4.33) 

~4.34) 

'.D1n'.D2 n'.Da= { (1z1Ji+ E~,o,z± ~) }· r.35) 
Now, let :R4 be any receptor not collinear with the other three receptors. If the position 

of :R4 on the fish surface is defined by ( x, y, z), then 

'.D1 n '.D4 = { (u, v, w) E JR3 
: 

u = ~ [x(l - A)± y f 4 
(z2A - (z - w)2) - (1 - A)2] , 

2 V x2 + y2 

v = ~ [y(l - A)± lxl · f 4 
(z2A - (z - w)2) - (1 - A)2] and 

2 V x2 + y2 

(4.36) 

w = '.D8J } . 

To explore the intersection of all four set n'.D j, we begin with the applicate component 

w, which according to equation (4.35) is given by w = z ± ~- This leads us td the 
yEc2 
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following two simplifying terms, 

z2 
(z - w)2 = --

Ec2 
and 

Ec2(z - w)2 
2 = 1. z 

Upon substitution into equation ( 4.36) for u, we find 

u=~ [x(l-A)±y f 4 
(z2A--(z-w)2)-{1-A)2]·, 

2 V x2 + y2 

z2 __ 4 ( z2 )] 
x2 + y2 Ec2 ' 

=±ylzl 1 (1- _1 ) 
x2 + y2 Ec2 . 

Then by equation (4.35) we must have 

lzl/1 + _l = ±ylzl 1 (1 - -1-) 
Ec2 x2 + y2 Ec2 ' 

= ± (lzl r::!) ( y ) , . V .L -r £-;;2 J x2 + y2 

1 = ± y 
Jx2 + y2 

4.2 Noise 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

This equation can only hold if x = 0 or equivelantly if ~4 is collinear lith the other 

three receptors; the condition we excluded. This analysis shows that even in the pres

ence of moderate noise levels {l~I < Eo), an array of receptors can be foJnd by which 

the location of an object can be realized. 

In the following theorem we show that the origin is the only point common to all 

ambiguity surfaces and that the addition of noise masks the true value Jr multiplica

tion factor c. 

Theorem: 

Suppose the noisy field E + ~ is perpendicular to the surface of the fish. For any ar

bitrary array of receptors, the only point in space, guaranteed to be in tlie ambiguity 

region of the array is the origin. 
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4. RECEPTOR ARRAYS: AN INVERSE PROBLEM APPROACH TO 
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For fields perpendicular to the fish surface, receptors can be characterized by teir x 

and y-coordinates. Hence, if (u, v, w) is a point common to all ambiguity sJfaces, 

then it must satisfy equation (4.30), and be independent of both x and y. 

( 
cE )2/3 Let u = g(z), v = h(z) and K = ~ . 

Then from equation (4.30), 

u = x ± J K(x2 + y2 + z2) ( z ~ w) 2/3 - (y - v)2 - (z - w)2, 
= x ± f(x, y, z), 

= g(z). 

That is, ±f(x, y, z) = x - g(z). Now, differentiating with respect toy, 

of v - y + yK ( z~w)2/3 

(4.40) 

±-=± ' 
f}y V K(x2 + y2 + z2) ( z~w)2/3 - (y - v)2 - (z - w)2 (4.41) 

=0. 

Equation ( 4.41) implies 

Again, since v = h( z) it must be that 

[ (
z w) 2/3] 1-K -z- =0 

==? v = 0, K ( z ~ w )'
13 

= 1 and 

==? u = g(z) = x ± J x2 + z2 - : 3 , 

z2 
=> g2 (z) - 2xg(z) = z2 

- K 3 

z2 
(z - w)2 = K3 

=> g(z) = u = 0, (as x only appears on one side of the equation) 

z2 
=> z2 --=0 K3 

=> K 3 =1 

=> (z-w)2 =z2 

=> w(w - 2z) = 0 

=> w = 0 or w = 2z. 
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4.3 Non-ld~al Receptors 

Hence, (u, v, w) = (0, 0, 0) or (0, 0, 2z). The point (O, 0, 2z) can be dilcarded as it is 
I 

located interior to the fish (see figure 4.13). Consequently, for a fixed multiplication 

factor c, the only point common to all ambiguity surfaces is the actual position of the 

object. This completes the proof of our theorem above. 

Object Position 

Figure 4.13: Noisy field ambiguous array - Schematic diagram indicatiBg the location 

of the two points, (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 2z), common to all ambiguity surfaces.I As indicated 

the point (0, 0, 2z) is located to the interior of the fish and hence can be dislcarded. 

Although the introduction of electromagnetic noise has had no effect in masking the 

location of the object, it has veiled the value of r = ra3 • The requiremeht that K 3 = 1 

incorrectly designates the value of c to 1 + f. Clearly, the larger the ndise term~, the 

larger the error term, e/ E0 in the multiplic~tion factor. For a zero-mlan distributed 

noise, the true value of c can be approximated by taking multiple reco}dings and cal

culating the sample mean. 

4.3 Non-Ideal Receptors 

In this section we consider non-ideal electroreceptors. Such receptors are characterized 

by a threshold value T. Signals whose amplitude fall below this thJeshold remain 

undetected to such non-ideal receptors. Hence, if the difference in periurbation from 
I 

two different locations is less than the threshold T, then a receptor is incapable of 
I 

differentiating between two locations as the source of the perturbation. In other words, 

if a dielectric sphere is located at x 0 , then for a fixed multiplication facJor c, the point 
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XA is a point of ambiguity if 

( 4.44) 

Under certain conditions, which we will expand on shortly, equation ( 4.44) provides 

an upper and lower bound for the ambiguity region of a receptor. Equation ( 4.44) 

expanded gives: 

I 
rE0 z crE0 (z - w) I < T (4.45) 

(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2 - ((x - u)2 + (y - w)2 + (z - w)2)3/2 ' 

c(z - w) /3 a< < 
((x - u)2 + (y - w)2 + (z - w)2)3/2 ' 

where 

z T 
a- ---

- (x2 + y2 + z2)3/2 Ir Eol 
z T 

and /3 = +--. 
(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2 lrEol 

It is worth mentioning that irrespective of threshold value T, the actual object loeation 
I 

(0, 0, 0) falls within the bounded region of equation ( 4.45) for multiplication factor 

c = 1. It is easy to show that when a > 0 ===> /3 > 0 and when /3 < 0 ===> J < 0. 

In such cases, for any fixed c, the ambiguity region of the receptor is bounded b~ two 

surfaces: 

R13 ::; (x - u)2 + (y - v)2 
::; Ro:, if a, /3 > 0 

where we have defined, 

if a, /3 < 0, 

R,, = ( c(z: w) r/3 -(z - w)2, and 

Rµ = ( c(z; w) r/3 -(z - w)2, 

or 

and the range of w for which these radii are positve is given in table 4.2. 

I 
(4.46) 

fj4.47) 

In addition to these bounded ambiguity regions, we may also come across the un
i 

desirable situation where a < 0 < /3. In such a case, the ambiguity region would be 

defined by the unbounded set 

{ (
c(z-w))

2
/
3 

(u,v,w) E R3 : (x - u) 2 + (y-v) 2 2:: a - (z -w)2, and 

(
c(z _ w)) 2

/3 } 
(x-u) 2 +(y-v)2 2:: /3 -(z-w)2 
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4.3 Non-ld~al Receptors 

c>O c<O 

f3 < 0 
WRE (z,z+Jjj[j WRE [z-vfj,z) 

WrE (z,z+~] Wr E [z- ~,z) 

a>O 
WRE [z-~,z) WRE (z,z+~) 

Wr E [ Z - y'j, Z) Wr E (z,z+ /W) 
Table 4.2: Domain of w for the upper w R and lower Wr bounding surfaces 0£ the ambiguity 

region. These upper and lower bounding surfaces are described by equatioJ 4.46. 

Let us explore the condition under which this unfavourable situati0n arises. For 

z > 0 we can see that fl > 0 for all values of x and y. However, la < 0 only if 

x2 + y2 > ( *f0 I) 
213 

- z2. Similarly, for z < 0, a < O for all x and y, rut f3 > O only 

if x 2 + y2 > ( *f0 I) 
213 

- z2. Hence, unbounded ambiguity regions can only arise if 

(
zlrE 1) 213 

x2+y2 > T -z2. (4.48) 

However, rearranging the terms we see that this equation is satisfied only if 

T ZTE0 

> (x2 + y2 + z2)3/2' (4.49) 

= 8~(X,Xo,T). 

That is, only if the perturbation signal is undetectable. Such a case is trivial and we 

may conclude that if a signal is detectable to a non-ideal receptor, then the ambiguity 

region of the receptor is bounded. The criteria required for a non-ideal receptor (x, y, z) 

to detect the presence of a dielectric object is given by 

(
zlrE 1) 213 

x2+y2~ T -z2. (4.50) 

We numerically explore the effect of non-ideal receptors on the information required 

for localization 

Consider a receptor (x, y, z) chosen to satisfy (4.50). Without loss ofi generality let 
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I 

us suppose c > 0 and a, /3 < 0. Then for each w' E ( z, z + JC7Ti31], (see table 4.Q) the 

ambiguity region is an annulus centered at (x, y, w') on the w'-plane, where the inner 

and outer radii are defined by equation (4.47), (see figure 4.14a). 

To greatly reduce the numerical complexity involved in calculating the intersection 

of multiple circular ambiguity regions, at each level height w' we bound each aJnulus 

within a square annulus of half-side width 

Ra 
s --

a - J2 and (4.51) 

centered at (x, y, w'), where Sa and Sf3 are the half-side widths of the inner and outer 

bounding squares, respectively (see figure 4.14b). In this way, the intersection of the 

multiple circular-annuli are bounded within the intersection of the square-annud 

It is important to note that our simplification results in the introduction of lrror. 

The area of the circular annular bound region is simply given by 7r(R~ - R~), lhere 

as that of the bounding square annulus is 4R~ - 2R~. Hence, at any level heigtlt the 
2R2 I 

ratio of the area of our bounded estimate to the true area is ~ + n ( R~ ! R~) . Though the 

calculation of the intersection of multiple ambiguity regions can be greatly simplifibd by 

the limiting square annulus approximation, we must bear in mind that the combuted 
I 

area of intersection is only an upper bound on the true area of intersection, (see figure 

4.15). 

Figure 4.16 depicts the volume of ambiguity for five non-ideal receptors, presented 
I 

with a dielectric sphere of radius 2 cm at a distancd of 7 cm. The sphere has relative 

permittivity 2.25 (polyethylene) and is immersed in a media of relative permitiivity 

80.1 (water at 20°C). The magnitude of the electric field at the object center is Fear 

sured to be 0.95 mV /cm, and the receptors are assumed to have a sensitivity threshold 

of 10-4 m V /cm. This volume is calculated by the square-annulus approximatioh de

scribed above, and provides an upper bound on the actual volume of intersection.I The 

first four receptors (black circles) are chosen at random within a small disk of radius 

3 cm. For each point within the disk (4.50), we define the region of ambiguitJ\ and 

calculate its intersection with that of the array of four receptors. In other words~ our 

array of five receptors is comprised of the four fixed receptors (black circles) ahd a 
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(a) {b) 

Figure 4.14: Ambiguity region bound - (a) The ambiguity region of receptor (x, y, z) 
at some fixed height w' E '.Dwc is in the form of an annulus centered at (x, y, J1

) with inner 

and outer radii defined by equation (4.47). (b) The two squares centered at 1(x,y,w') and 

of half width Bf:J and s0 (given by equation (4.51) ) provide an upper and lo~er bound to 

the region of ambiguity of figure 4.14a. 

final receptor defined at each point within the disk (4.50). In this way re can assign 

a number, representing the volume of intersection, to each point on tHe disk (4.50). 

The volume of ambiguity is minimum at the point (x, y) = (0, -1.260) Jith a value of 

6.814 x 10-5 cm3. The addition of receptors to this array will decrease lits volume of 

ambiguity and increase its ability to positively localize the object. As this volume is an 

upper bound on the true ambiguity volume, we can conclude that non-i1eal receptors 

may also localize objects using the methodology described in this chaptJr. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In the past many studies have focused on extracting location information from sets 

of electric image features (e.g. position, amplitude, spread). In this chJpter we have 

approached the problem of object localization from a different perspectiie. By treat

ing the localization problem as an inverse problem, we have been able td find a lower 

bound on the amount of information that would be necessary for fish to uJambiguously 

localize an object. 

Our algorithm is based on three major assumptions. The first is that the field is 
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(a) {b) 

Figure 4.15: Level height ambiguity region intersection - (a) Intersection of four 

ambiguity regions at a particular level height w' E '.Dwc· The arrow points to the common 

region of intersection.(b) Intersection of square annuli bounding each annulus of fikure 

4.15a. The arrow again points to the common region of intersection. Note the differknce 

in size between the two regions of common intersection. 

Figure 4.16: Non-ideal array ambiguity volume - Ambiguity volume of an array 

consisting of four fixed receptors (black circles) and a final fifth receptor at each lo\ca

tion on the xy-plane, (see text for details). The color bar to the right indicates the vol

ume in cm3 . Parameter values: sphere radius a = 2 cm, sphere distance z = 7 cm, sphbre 

relative permittivity c = 2.25 (polyethylene), media relative permittivity Ee = 80.l (ia

ter at 20° C), electric field magnitude at sphere E0 = 0.95 m V /cm, receptor sensitiJity 

T = 10-4 m V /cm, multiplication factor c = 1.6. The four fixed receptors are located at 

(2.743, -0.190), (-0.088, 2.493), (1.802, 1.402) and (-2.149, 1.923) 
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uniform prior to the introduction of the object. Although the near Jld where elec

trolocation takes place is highly complicated, in the vicinity of very sJall objects, we 

can assume the field to be uniform. Furthermore, it can be shown tJat in addition 

to a dipole moment, a non-uniform field induces higher order multi-polJ perturbations 

which attenuate with distance from the object more rapidly than the !dipole pertur

bation. A second assumption in the model is that the perturbations at the skin are 

not affected by the presence of the fish. We have shown that a resistivl fish skin will 

scale the potential perturbation but will not introduce any nonlinearity iJto the system. 

Depending on the relative permittivity of the skin, this perturbation Jay need to be 

taken into account, however, the mechanism described in this chapter dnd the results 

shown remain valid. 

As has been noted, the geometry of electric fish's main prey, the Daphnia Magna 

is roughly spherical. Further, as the size of a non-spherical object is ~educed or its 

distance increa.sed the perturbation of the electric field due to the object,! and hence its 

electric image, converges to that produced by a spherical object. For example, at far 

enough distances the contours of the electric image of a cube are close lo perfect cir-
\ 

des; identical to those of a sphere (chapter 3). This property is reflected in the Laplace 

equation, which is used to accurately simulate the electric image of any di~lectric object 
I 

. from a boundary value problem. A spherical representation of distant objects is a good 

approximation. 

We have shown that independent of field direction, the lower bound on the information 

required to successfully localize an object consist of amplitude informatiJn at three or 

four locations on the skin surface. We have shown that this information ils not masked 

by the presence of environmental electromagnetic noise. Rather, external ~oise conceals 
I 

the true value of r = ra3. It must be noted that even though our method can be used 

to determine the distance of an object, it cannot be used to infer any infor~ation about 

its size and electrical properties. 

We have devised a method, with the aid of square annuli to numerically calculate 

an upper bound on the volume of ambiguity of non-ideal receptors. Our bumerical re

sults show that non-ideal receptors are also capable of detecting object di \tances using 
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the method described here. Information from more non-ideal receptors may be r1uired 

for accurate localization in comparison to ideal (zero-threshold) receptors. 

If the fish localize objects by comparing information received from multiple ["ecep

tors and treating the problem as an inverse problem as described here, then thJ fish's 
I 

probing movements, observed during electrolocation tasks [34] could serve to identify 

such suitable receptors and or/verify the assessment made from one such array.I A lo

calization algorithm based on this method is independent of the field magnitude, time 

variation and the object's size and electric contrast. 
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Conclusion 

Weakly electric fish use electrolocation - the detection of electric fields l to sense their 

environment. The task of electrolocation involves the decoding of the tTu.ird dimension 

- depth - from a two-dimensional electric image. In this thesis we have Jresented three 

important advances in the area of depth-perception. In chapter 2, we hLe provided a 

mathematical foundation for two of the most accepted depth perceptidn models cur

rently in use. Chapter 3 outlines a novel model for electrolocation bas~d on a single 

parameter. Finally, in chapter 4 we approach the problem of depth pJrception from 

the perspective of information constraints, asking; what is the minim~m amount of 

information necessary for location disambiguation? 

Depth perception models presented by Rasnow (32] and von der Emde (31~ have become 

the accepted models within the community. Emde's model is based on Jmpirical data 
I 

and to our knowledge, as of the time of writing this thesis, no mathematical proof of it 

exists. Rasnow's model was discredited by von der Emde (12], maintaiJing that such 

a model would only work if the electrical properties of the target object ~re previously 

known to the fish; an impossibility. In this work we have provided a mathlmatical proof 

of both models showing that von der Emde's experimentally based mode+s mathemat

ically valid. Further, contrary to von der Emde's claim [12], we have also shown that 

Rasnow's model can also be used to localize objects whose electrical Jroperties are 

unknown to the· fish. 

Depth perception mechanisms suggested thus far are based on multi-parameter mea-
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surements [31, 32, 40, 41] and most take into account only the spatial profile of the 

electric image, disregarding its temporal characteristic. Mechanisms based on multi

parameter measurements require multiple topographic neuronal maps with different 

tuning curves to accurately estimate distance. In contrast a mechanism base~ on a 
I 

single image parameter would only need a single topographic neuronal map, thereby 

being intrinsically simpler in its implementation. In this thesis we have devellped a 

novel mechanism for depth perception based on a single image parameter. Our model 

takes into account the temporal properties of the electric image and provides an expla

nation of the tail-bending behavior observed in electrolocating fish. Based on no:m.-ideal 

electroreceptors, our model's performance in localizing an object is independent of the 

object's size, material and distance. 

We have shown that objects, whose relative permittivity is close to that of th'.e sur-
1 

rounding media, remain invisible to non-ideal receptors, characterizing an invisible per-

mittivity spectrum. The range of permittivities which comprise this spectrum d~pend 
I 

on the object's distance, the strength of the electric field and the receptor's sensitivity 

threshold. An increase in the object's distance tends to increase the range of thiJ spec

trum, thereby in effect, de-cluttering the electric image. Increases in both field stJength 

and receptor sensitivity have the opposite effect; decreasing the spectrum range. 

Electroreceptor density varies on the surface of the fish, with higher densities being 

found on the head region and lower densities on the trunk and tail regions. We have 
I 

found that receptor density is positively correlated with the distance at which objects 

can be localized and negatively correlated with the invisible permittivity spec~rum. 
This indicates that the more dense the receptors, the greater the distance and the more 

varied the relative permittivity of material that can be localized. 

We have devised an algorithm, based on repeated recordings of the electric image ra

dius, for localization of objects in the presence of environmental electromagnetic hoise. 

Our algorithm relies primarily on neuronal population codes in the early stages lf the 
I electrosensory pathway. Downstream electrosensory networks are employed only to ex-

tract the final information about the object location. We have shown that noise a~ any 

level has a negative effect and that greater EO D magnitudes facilitate electroloclation 
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in noisy environments. Our model provides the threshold dependent phtiological basis 

on which stochastic resonance can be employed. Our results are in lihe with Russell 

et al. 's [56] findings in that the addition of noise can facilitate the dJtection of sub

threshold signals, but does not aid in their localization. 

Past studies of depth perception have focused on extracting location information from 

sets of electric image features [9, 12, 31, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41]. In chapter 4l we have taken 

a completely different approach to the problem of depth perception by bonsidering the 

information that is available at a single receptor. Treating the proble~ as an inverse 

problem, we have shown that distance information can completely be kncoded within 

the amplitude of the electric image measured at at most four receptor lbcations on the 

fish surface. This provides a lower bound on the amount of informati01J that would be 

necessary for fish to unambiguously localize an object. We present a bechanism, by 

way of choosing an array of receptors, by which this information can be hnambiguously 
I 

extracted. Our choice of array is independent of the object size, its electric contrast, the 

EOD's variation in time and its magnitude. We have proposed that thJ fish's probing 

movements, observed during electrolocation tasks could serve to identiJ such suitable 

receptors a:nd/or verify the assessment made from one such array. Ourlapproach pro

vides a lower bound on the information that is necessary for the fish to unambiguously 

decode the location of an object. 

The choice of the receptor array presented in chapter 4 may at first glance appear 

unnatural. For example, it may appear difficult to justify the presencJ of a receptor 

located at the point closest to the object. However, consider partitionidg the fish sur

face into small sub-squares of some area such that each partition contaiJs one or more 
I 

receptors. Then, the choice of receptors, as described in chapter 4 would be analogous 

to a choice of sub-squares and the information/signal at each sub-square dan be thought 

of as the aggregate information available to all receptors within the sub-~quare. Hence 

identification of a receptor closest to the object would correspond to id~ntification of 

the sub-square where the amplitude f the perturbation is measured to b1 greatest. 

Throughout this thesis three major assumptions have been made. Thl first is that 

prior to the introduction of the dielectric object the electric field is spat~ally uniform. 
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Although the near field where electrolocation takes place is highly complicated, in the 

vicinity of very small objects we can assume the field to be uniform. Furthermore, it has 
I 

been shown that in addition to a dipole moment, a non-uniform field induces higher 

order multi-pole perturbations which attenuate with distance from the objecJ more 

rapidly than the dipole perturbation. A second assumption is that the perturJations 

at the skin are not affected by the presence of the fish. We have shown that a re\sistive 

fish skin will scale the potential perturbation but will not introduce any nonliJearity 
I 

into the system. Depending on the relative permittivity of the skin, this perturbation 

may need to be taken into account, however, the work described in this thesis abd the 

results shown remain valid. 

Finally, we have assumed that objects to be localized are spherical. Foremost, the 

geometry of electric fish's main prey, the Daphnia Magna is roughly spherical. S~cond, 
as the size of a non-spherical object is reduced or its distance increased the perlurba

tion of the electric field due to the object, and hence its electric image, converkes to 

that produced by a spherical object. This property is reflected in the Laplace eqJation, 
I 

which is used to accurately simulate the electric image of any dielectric object from a 

boundary value problem. 

Our work in the area of electrolocation has contributed to the field of knowledge in 

three distinct ways. We have provided mathematical proofs of electrolocation Jodels 

first devised by Rasnow and von der Emde, showing that both models could pJovide 

electrolocation cues to the fish. To our knowledge few studies have investigatJd the 

role of the temporal component of the electric image in the electrolocation procebs. In 

this work we have developed a model for distance detection based on both thJ spa

tial as well as the temporal characteristics of the electric image. Our spatioteJporal 

model can accurately be processed in the higher brain regions with only a singll nar

rowly tuned topographic neuronal map. Further, our model may explain the prbbing 

movements (tail-bending) and back and forth swimming ( va-et-vient sampling) +hav

ior observed in electrolocating fish, in that these behaviors change the magnitude of 

the electric field at the object and hence the electric image. Lastly, we have exJlored 

the minimum amount of information that would be required for the electrolodation 
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I 

process. We have looked at the problem of electrolocation from a compietely new per

spective, by considering the information available at individual recep~ors. We have 

presented a mechanism by way of choosing an array of receptors, by which information 
I 

about the location of an object can unambiguously be extracted. Probing movements 

and va-et-vient sampling behavior observed during electrolocation taskJ could serve to 

identify such suitable receptors and/ or verify the assessment made from bne such array. 

The validity of the spatiotemporal model presented in chapter 3 can be verified by 

our work in predicting the distance of a cube. Our model predicts that a fish presented 
I 

with a dielectric cube and a sphere of equal lateral distance would perceive the cube to 

be closer if both objects are near and further if the two objects are farl A behavioral 

experiment in line with von der Emde's experiment (31] could be codducted to test 

these results. 

Our work in this area has far reaching applications. The greatest potential is in engi

neering and biomimetic applications for instances where visual informJtion is absent. 

Some examples include naval mine detection and robotic electrolocatif n. A further 

interesting application is in the area of bubble detection such as that in hemodialysis 

machinery, infusions or two-phase flows [59]. 
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Appendix A 

Potential Perturbation by 

Dielectric Sphere 

Consider a linear, homogeneous, isotropic sphere of radius a, centered at Xobj, placed 

within a spatially uniform, temporally oscillating electric field E. The plrturbation to 

the potential measured at x is described by, 

B<J?(x) = fa
3
E(xobj)(x - Xobj), where 

Ix - Xobjl 3 

f = (Pe - Pi)+ iwPePi(fi - fe) 
(Pe+ 2pi) + iWPePi(ti + 2fe) 

and p is the resistivity, f the absolute permittivity and w the angular frequency of the 

unperturbed field. The subscripts i and e identify the variables as beibg interior or 

exterior to the spherical object, respectively. This result was briefly desdribed in [32). 

Here, we would like to extend this result for the case of static fields. 

We begin with Gauss's Law, '\l · E = p/E0 , which in the absence of charge leads to 

the Laplace equation, '\l<J?2 = 0. 

We define the reference frame such that the origin coincides with the sphere's center and 

the applicate vector lies parallel with E. In spherical coordinates, the potlntial in such 

an arrangement is independent of the azimuthal angle ¢, hence, <J?(r, B, ~) = <J?(r, B). 

The solution of the Laplace equation in spherical coordinates is 

~(r,O) = ~ ( Anrn + Bnrn:l) Pn(cosO), (A.I) 
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A. POTENTIAL PERTURBATION BY DIELECTRIC SPHERE 

where An and Bn are constants, yet to be determined, and Pn is the Legendre flction 

of the first kind. To solve for the constants, we study the potential both at the +rface 

boundary of the sphere and the exterior media as well as at infinitely far distances to 

the sphere. 

Boundary Conditions 

B.C. 1. <I>(r,B)---+ -E0 rcos(B) as r---+ oo 

Proof: 

Noting that the field is in the direction of the applicate, we can expect the per-
1 

turbation due to the dielectric sphere to be negligable far from the sphere. Hence, 

far from the sphere, 

Cartesian coordinates 

= Eo (cos( B)er - sin( B)eo) , spherical coordinates. 

Also, by the following relation between the electric field and potential, 

it must be that, 

===? <I>(r, B) = -E0 r cos(B) + J(B), 

===? <I>(r, B) = -E0 r cos(B) + g(r). 

Hence, 

<I>(r, B) = -E0 r cos(B) . 

• 
B.C. 2. <I>(r, B) < oo as r ---+ 0 

Proof: 

The only charges in the system are those that produce the external electric field 
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and those induced on the surface of the sphere due to polarizatiJ of the dielec

tric. Hence, no volume distribution of induced charges exist . 

• 
B.C. 3. {De - Di) ·ft= 0 

Proof: 

Consider a Gaussian pillbox straddling the boundary between the two different 

dielectrics {figure A.1). Denote by D the electric displacement vecJor within each 

dielectric media and by a the free charge on the surface boundry. S~bscripts i and 
I 

e represent the measure interior and exterior of the sphere, respectively. Letting 
I 

ft denote the surface normal, we may use Gauss' Law over the surface 

f D·ftds=Q. 

Considering the three distinct sides of the pillbox, 

htm hop hide 
j Di · dSbtm + j De · dStop + j D · dSside = QI. 

If we reduce the height of the pillbox, the contribution of the flux through the 

sides become negligable. Hence, 

1 Di . dSbtm + 1 De . dStop = Q. 
htm hop 

We now reduce the diamter of the pillbox so that any variation of a and D over 

the surface can be ignored and thus can be considered constant kt the site of 
I 

the pillbox. Since D is constant over the surface S and the area of the top and 

bottom surfaces are equal, 

-Di· ftS +De· ftS = aS, 

In the absence of free surface charges, the normal component of D is continuous 

accross the boundary, 

(Di - De) · ft = 0 . 

• 
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A. POTENTIAL PERTURBATION BY DIELECTRIC SPHERE 

Figure A.1: Gaussian pillbox - Gaussian pillbox straddling the boundary between two 

different dielectrics. 

Proof: 

By definition, in a linear, homogeneous, isotropic material D = f 0 EE, where E0 is 
I 

the permittivity of free space and fe,i is the relative permittivity of the particular 

media. Boundary condition follows straight from B.C. 3 . 

• 
B.C. 5. Eetan = Eitan 

Proof: 

Faraday's Law under electrostatic conditions reduces to 

V7 x E = 0, 

which by Stokes theorem is equivalent to 

f E ·di= 0. 

Using the line integral along the loop defined in figure A.2 we have, 

[ Ee . dltop + [ E . dh + [ Ei . dlbtm + [ E . dh = 0, 
ltop }side Jbtm }side 
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where the definitions of the line segments and field are as notJ in the figure. 

Now consider reducing the height of the loop. As we reduce ~he height, the 

contribution from the sides become negligible and can be ignoredl Hence, 

1. Ee · dltop + { Ei · dlbtm = 0. 
top Jbtm 

As the line segments face opposite directions, dltop = -dlbtm· Denoting this 

quantity by di, we find, 

1. (Ee - Ei) ·di= 0. 
top 

Noting, this equation holds for all di, it must be that the integrand is zero. 

Equivalently, 

Eetan = Eitan, 

where Etan is the tangential component of the electric field . 

• 

Figure A.2: Gaussian path - Gaussian path straddling the boundary , etween two 

different dielectrics. 

Proof: 

This is simply a result of Kirchhoff's current law. The terms g are tlie conductiv

ity of the particular media and Er, the radial/ normal component df the electric 

field. And in turn, gEr is Ohm's law describing the conduction cbrrent. The 
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A. POTENTIAL PERTURBATION BY DIELECTRIC SPHERE 

second term c~, comprised of the dielectric constant c and the time deri~tive 
of the field's normal component, describes the displacement current within the 

particular dielectric media . 

• 
B.C. 7. <I>e(r, 0) = <I>i(r, 0) when r = a 

Proof: 

By definition, 

<i>(A) - <i>(C) = - [A E ·di, 

[18-t: 1B+t: 1A l = - E·dl+ E·dl+ E·dl , 
C B-t: B+t: 

for any E > 0, see figure A.3. Consider the right-hand-side as we let E ~ 0, 

[1B-t: 1A l 1B+t: - lim E · di + E · di - lim E · di. 
t:~O C B+t: t:~O B-t: 

Unless E = oo at B, the value of the third integral is 0. Since we assume that 

there are no free charges we may assume that E < oo and hence, 

<I>(A) - <I>(C) = - lim [ {B-t: E ·di+ {A E ·di] , 
HO le ls+t: 

= lim [<I>(B - E) - <I>(C) + <I>(A) - <I>(B + E)] 
€~0 

= <I>(A) - <I>( C) + lim [<I>(B - E) - <I>(B + E)] 
€~0 

0 = lim [<I>(B - E) - <I>(B + E)] 
€~0 

This implies that the potential is continuous accross the boundary B . 

• 
Electrostatics 

The boundary conditions above are used to solve for the unknown constants of the 

Laplace equation (A.l). We apply the subscripts i and e to indicate whether the 

particular measure is that in the interior or exterior of the sphere, respectively. Si , ce, 
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A 

B 

di 

c 

Figure A.3: Path Connecting the two media - Straight path extending from one 

media to the other. The boundary is marked by B. 

potentials both on the inside and outside the sphere need to be solved separately, each 

with possibly different coefficients, we denote 

<I>;(r,O) = ~ ( Anrn + Bnrn~l) Pn(cosO) and 

<I>,(r, 0) = ~ ( Cnrn + Dnrn~l) Pn(cosO) 

Now, consider the effect of the above boundary conditions 

B.C. 1. <I>e(r, B) -t -E0 r cos(B) as r -too 

Hence, as r -t oo, 

=? ~ ( Cnrn + Dnrn~l) Pn(cosO)-> -E0 rcosO, 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

00 00 1 
=?Co+ C1rcosO + ~ CnrnPn(cosO) + ~ Dn,.n+l Pn(cosO)-> IE0 rcos0. 

As, r -t oo the first sum diverges, whereas the second converges to zero for all 

constants Cn and Dn. Hence it must be that, 

Co =0, Cn = 0, \Jn ~ 2. 

Thus, the potential outside the sphere is given by 

00 1 
<I>e(r,B) = -E0 rcosB+ LDnrn+IPn(cosB). 

n=O 
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A. POTENTIAL PERTURBATION BY DIELECTRIC SPHERE 

B.C. 2. As r -+ 0, <I>i(r, B) < oo 

Hence, as r -+ 0 

il>,(r, 0) =fa ( Anrn + Bnrn~l) Pn(cosO) < oo. 

So it must be that Bn = 0, \In 2'.: 0, reducing the potential inside the sphere to 

00 

<Pi(r,B) = LAnrnPn(cosB). 
n=O 

B.C. 7. <I>e(r, B) = <I>i(r, 0) when r =a 

<I>e(a, 0) = <I>i(a, 0) 
00 1 00 

-E0 a cos 0 + L Dn an+l Pn(cos 0) = L Anan Pn(cos B) 
n=O n=O 

Equating the coefficients of the Legendre function: 

Po : 
1 

Do-= Ao 
a 
1 

-E0 a+D12=A1a 
a 

Dn anl+1 = Anan 

B.C. 4. ( EeEe - EiEi) ·ft= 0, when r = a 

Using the definition, E = -V'<I>, 
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~A.4) 

I 

~A.5) 

I 
(IA.6) 



Now, if we equate the coefficients of the Legendre function: 

Po : ==? Do= 0 

by A.4 

by A.5 

_,__D Ea3~ A E~ 
-r 1 = 0 €i+2Ee l 1 = - 0€i+2Ee 

( ) 1 D n IA A - Ee n + 1 ~ D 
Pn: -Ee n + 1 an+2 n = Eina - n ==? n - - Ei -n-a2n!+l n 

1 
= a2n+l Dn by A.6 

==? Dn = 0, An = 0, \Jn 2:: 2 

Substituting the coefficients into the potential equation (A.I), we find 

3Ee 
4>i(r, 0) = -Eo 

2 
cosO, 

Ei + Ee 
(A.7) 

(A.8) 

The first term in the equation (A.8) is the original (unperturbed) pot ntial in the 

absence of the dielectric sphere. Therefore, the second term represents the berturbation 

that results when the dielectric sphere is introduced into the uniform field\. Hence, the 

potential which constitutes the formation of an electric image on the fish surface is of 

the form, 

(A.9) 
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A. POTENTIAL PERTURBATION BY DIELECTRIC SPHERE 

Electrodynamic 

The case of a spatially uniform field with temporally oscillating magnitude is simi[ar as 

above. Starting with solutions of the Laplace equation given in spherical coordidates 

<I>;(r,O) = ~ ( Anrn + Bnrn~I) Pn(cosO) and 

<I>e(r,O) = ~ ( Cnrn + Dnrnl+I) Pn(cosO), 

we assume that <I>(r, B, t) = <I>(r, B)eiwt, where w is the angular frequency of the unper-
1 

turbed field. Now, using the boundary conditions above, we solve for the coefficients 
I 

of the Legendre functions. 

B.C. 1. <I>e(r, B) -t -E0 r cos(B) as r -too 

Hence, as r -t oo, 

=? ~ ( Cnrn + Dnrn~I) Pn(cosO)--> -E0 rcos0, 

00 00 1 
==}Co+ C1rcosB + L CnrnPn(cosB) + LDnrn+I Pn(cosB) -t -E0 rcosB. 

n=2 n=O 

As, r -t oo the first sum diverges, whereas the second converges to zero for all 

constants Cn and Dn. Hence it must be that, 

Co=O, Cn = 0, \:/n ~ 2. 

Thus, the potential outside the sphere is given by 

00 1 
<I>e(r,B) = -E0 rcosO+ LDnrn+IPn(cosO). 

n=O 

B.C. 2. As r -t 0, <I>i(r, B) < oo 

Hence, as r -t 0 

<I>i(r,B) = f (Anrn + Bnrn~l) Pn(cosB) < oo. 
n=O 

So it must be that Bn = 0, \:/n ~ 0, reducing the potential inside the sphere to 

00 

<I>i(r,B) = LAnrnPn(cosO). 
n=O 
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B.C. 6. 9eEer + fe 
8~t = 9iEir + li 8~t 

Noting that 

We find, 

Er = E · ft = - 'V <I> • ft = - B<I> , 
Br 

d 
B<I> . n.. 

an at= iw':I!'. 

B<I>i B2<I>i B<I>e 82 <I>e 
gi Br + fi atBr = ge Br + fe 8tBr ' 

. B<I>i I . B<I>e I (9i + iwfi) -B . = (9e + iwfe) -B , 
1 r=a r r=a 

ei B<I>i I = ee B<I>e I ' 
Br r=a Br r=a 

where we have denoted g + iwf = e for simplicity. Hence, 

(;; ~ nA,.a"-1Pn(cosO) = (e (-E0 cosO - ~ (n + l)Dn a":2 Pn(cos0)). 

Equating the Legendre coefficients: 

=? Do= 0 

=? A 1 = ee (-Eo - 2D1 .!._) 
~i a3 

(A.10) 

=? A _ ee ( n + 1) D 1 
n - - ei --n- na2n+1 · 

B.C. 5. Eetan = Eitan 

This boundary condition is equivalent to 

B<I>e B<I>i 
Be Be · 

Now, 

B<f?e '( ) ~ 1 / BO = -EorP1 cos(} + ~ Dnrn+I Pn(cosO), 
n=O 

= -E0 rJ'!.(cosO) + f;v"r":' P,.(cosO), 
n=l 

O<l>i ~ n I ( ) BO = ~ Anr Pn cosO , 
n=O 

00 

= L AnrnP~(cosO), 
n=l 
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A. POTENTIAL PERTURBATION BY DIELECTRIC SPHERE 

where, we have denoted foP(cosB) = P' and noted that P6 = 0. Hence, t the 

boundary condition, when r = a we must have 

f AnrnP~(cosO) = -E0 rP{(cosO) + f Dnrn~l P~(cosO). 
n=l n=l 

We now equate the coefficients of the derivatives of the Legendre function: 

P{ : => 

=> 

Using this result along with that found in equation (A.10) to solve for the coefficients, 

we find 

D 3E ( ei -ee) 
1 = a 0 ei + 2ee ' A = -E + E ( ~i - ~e) 

1 o o ~i + 2~e 
and 

Dn=O, An =0 \:In 2:: 2. 

Substituting the coefficients into the potential equation (A.l), we find 

<I>,(r, B) = ~ ( Cnrn + Dnrn~l) Pn(cosB), 

( 
~i - ~e) a

3 

= -EorcosB + e, + 2e, Eo r 2 cosB. (lll) 
The first term in the equation (A.11) is the original (unperturbed) potential in the 

absence of the dielectric sphere. Therefore, the second term represents the perturbltion 

that results when the dielectric sphere is introduced into the uniform field. Hencel, the 
I 

perturbation of a spatially uniform field with temporally oscillating magnitude by a 

dielectric sphere is given by 

(A.12) 

where e = g + iwf. = 1/ p + iwf. and p is the resistivity of the particular dielectric media. 
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Appendix B 

Perturbation by General 

Dielectric Object 

Theory 

The electric potential 'If;, of a uniform electrostatic field in a medium with dielectric 

constant Ee at any point P must obey Poisson's Equation, 

(B.l) 

Consider an imaginary boundary surface S dividing the medium into tro regions V 

and V', interior and exterior to S, respectively. We denote measures taklen interior to 

S by the subscrip i and exterior by the subscript e. 

Boundary conditions for the unperturbed potential 'If; on the surface S we 

limpi-tq 'If;( Pi) = 'lf;(q) = limpe-tq 'If;( Pe), and 

I" 81f;(Pi) = 81f;(q) = 81f;(q) = 1. 81f;(Pe) 
Impi-tq 8ni - 8ni 8ne - Impe-tq 8ne ' 

(B.2a) 

(B.2b) 

where a/ an represents the derivative along the normal just interior or just exterior to 

S, Pare field points interior and exterior to S and q is a point on the su}face S. 

We now consider filling the imaginary boundary surface S by a dieljtric body of 

relative permittivity Ei. The resulting potential ¢ must still satisfy Poissob's Equation 
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at all points: 

p 
\:/Pi inside S, 

\:/Pe outside S. 

Boundary conditions for the now perturbed potential </> are 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

limh-+q </>(Pi) = </>(q) = limpe-+P </>(Pe), and (!B.5a) 

1. 8<f>(Pi) _ 8</>(q) _ 8</>(q) _ 1. 8</>(Pe) (Bl b) 
Ei 1mpi-+q 8ni = Ei 8ni - fe 8ne = fe Impe-+q 8ne . .5 

Equation (B.5a) is due to the continuity of potential across the boundary owilg to 

the absence of free charges there. Equation (B.5b) is derived by considerink the 

normal component of the electric field across the boundry, and follows directly from 

( feEe - €iEi) ·ft= 0. 

Consider Green's Identity, 

JI! (a\12/3 - f3\1 2a) dv = j j (a\1/3 - {3\la) ds, 

D 8D 

= Ii (a:~ _ fi :~) ds. . r.6) 
where the volume Dis bounded by the closed surface 8D, and 8/8n is the directional 

derivative in the direction of the outward pointing normal to the surface element ds. 

We begin by letting 

1 
a= ' 

lr-rpl 
and f3e = </>e - 1/Je· ~B.7) 

It can be varified [60] that 

1 v 2

1

_ _ I = -47r8(r - rp), 
r-rp 

\12 f3i,e = 0, and 

a 1 a 1 

ani Ir - rpl ane IT- rpl. 
(lB.8) 
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I 
Let us first consider Green's Identity (B.6), in region V' exterior to S. Substituting 

equations (B. 7) into (B.6), we have 

!!! [ir ! fpi v2 {</>e -1/Je) - (</>e -1/Je) v2 if! fpi] dv 
V' 

= -/r { [i~ ~ _ i "ii (</>e -1/Je) - (</>e -1/Je) "a i- ~ _ i] ds (B.9) 
} 1 q r p une une r q r p 

s 

+If [iR ~ fpi :R (</>e -1/Je} - (</>e -1/Je) i)~ iR ~ fpi] IE 
where E is a spher: of infinite radius R, S is the surface separating the region V and V' 

and f q - f p is the directed distance from the field point P to the point q bn the surface. 

In this way, region V' is completly enclosed by the surface that is comprisbd of :E and S. 

Now, as we increase ~, both iR - fpi-1 and </>e -1/Je decrease at leasf rui R-1 and 

a8n (¢e - 'l/Je) and a8n1R - fpl- 1 decrease at least R-2, while d:E only inGreases by R2, 

(surface element in spherical coordinates: d:E R = R2 sin 8d8d¢). HencJ, the integral 
I 

ff[·] d:E in equation (B.9) decreases at least as R-1, and can be discarded as it 
~ 

vanishes with increasing R. Using (B.8) to simplify 

V' 

=-/rf[i- ~- / (</>e-1/Je)-(</>e-1/Je)ai) i- ~- il d.s. } r q r p une ne r q r p 
s 

In a similar way Green's Identity in the interior V, of S is 

/If [if! f Pi V'2 {<;</>; - <e1/J;) - (Ei</>i - Eel/Ji) V'2 if! f Pi] dv 
v 

= jr f [1- i - I aa (€i</>i - €e't/Ji) - (€i</>i - €e't/Ji) aa i- i - il ds. 
} r q - r p ni ni r q - r p 

s 

Again, using (B.8) to simplify, 

/If 47r (Ei¢i - Ei't/Ji) 8(f - fp) dv 

v 
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Consider the case where the field point P is located exterior to the surface S, that 
I 

is P = Pe. Taking advantage of the sifting property of the 8-function, integration of 

equations (B.10) and (B.12) yield 

¢(Pe)-1/;(Pe)=- 4
1 

/rf[
1

- ~-
18

8 
(¢e-1/Je)-(¢e-1/Je) 8

8 

1

_ ~-
1

] ds\, and 
7r J rq rpe ne ne rq rpe 

s 
(~.13) 

o = 
4
1 /r f [,- ~ _ I 8

8
. (ti</Ji - tel/Ji) - (ti</Ji - tel/Ji) 8

8 

1

_ ~ _ 

1

\1 ds, 
7r } rq rpe n.,, n.,, rq rpe LI 

s I 
(i.14) 

respectivly. Upon multiplying equation (B.13) by f.e and adding equation (B.14) we 

find 

Applying our boundary conditions, (B.2) and (B.5), we arrive at 

1 Ee - Ei fl 8 1 ¢(Pe)= 1/;(Pe) + -
4 
-- <f;(q)-

8 1

_ _ Ids, 
7r Ee n r q - r Pe 

s 
(B.ll.5) 

describing the electrostatic potential at an exterior point Pe of S, [61]. As the integral 

in equation (B.15) is evaluated for q ranging over the entire surface S, it is clear that ihe 

potential at any point exterior to S is dependent on the surface potential distributi~n. 

Consider the value of the integral as the point Pe approaches a particular point qo 
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on the surface S. 

(B.16) 

Thus, 

1 fe - fi /} 8 1 fe T Ei <f>(qo) = 'lf;(qo) + -
4 
-- <f>(q)

8 1 

___ I dsq + -
2
-1 -<f>(qo), 

( 
f - f·1T) fe S 1 f :"T1q }Tqo 8 r 

<f>(qo) 1 - __:__2 i = 'lf;(qo) + -4 _e_i <f>(q)-a I-; _1 - I dsq. 
€e 7r fe nq 1q rq0 s 

Hence, 

(B.17) 

Equation (B.17) describes the potential at the point q0 on the surface S. 

1 [62] 
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